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Monday, April 18, 1994

Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 77, Issue 133

No easy parking answers
Students still unhappy
byTara Stuhbs
News staff writer

"We don't have a parking
problem at this University,"
said University President Paul
Olscamp.
"We have a
walking
problem."
It has been
five years
since Olscamp made
that comment. Recently, he
has said that
he is no longer Interested in
discussing a parking "problem" which he claims no
longer produces complaints.
"We have a good parking
system," Olscamp said.
Roger Dennerll, director of
public safety, said University
administrators are allotted six
designated parking spaces.
They are also permitted to
park in commuter lots and
metered areas, which are open
to everyone.

Possible solutions for
parking on campus
/ Students for Students plans to
come up with as many objectives
as possible so at least one of them
will be adopted by Parking and
Traffic.
</ The plan includes: consiruction
of a parking garage which would
be located off campus near the
Thumin Street smoke slacks.
• Other options: freshman level
student parking; a tier system
making parking fees for drivers
relevant to their distance from
campus; and area improvements.
"Faculty and staff can overflow into metered areas,"
Dennerll said.
Despite the wide range of
parking areas available to
faculty, staff and administrators, Olscamp's car was ticketed April S, 1993, for parking
In a fire lane In the metered
Union lot.
When asked about the ticket
Olscamp said he was not
aware of the incident.
"Somebody else must have
been driving my car," Olscamp said.
The fine on the ticket was
suspended by officials at
Parking and Traffic - a practice which Dennerll said students have the same chance of
receiving as University faculty and administrators.

Dennerll added that the appellate process makes it possible for anyone to have a fine
on a ticket suspended.
"We do not treat students
any differently than administrators," Dennerll said.
From February 1993 to February 1994, 2602 tickets were
issued for parking in fire
lanes. Of those, 303 were appealed with 245 of the fines
either suspended or reduced.
"Eighty-one percent of the
tickets appealed were suspended or reduced," said Stacie Schroeder, administrative
assistant at Parking and Traffic. "Not 81 percent of the
tickets given."
Dennerll said the main parking problem at the University
is one of convenience. People
are upset because there are
not enough parking spaces for
everyone to be able to park
next to the University.
Mike Kwiatkowski, chief of
traffic for Student Court, said
he agrees that parking convenience is a problem. He said
there are a number of adequate parking spaces available if you allow enough time to
get to class.
"Everyone wants to park
close," Kwiatkowski said. "It
is a matter of time management.
Jason Jackson, president of
Undergraduate Student
Government, said he agrees
the parking problem at the
University is as much an Issue
of convenience as it is of
space.
Jackson said every parking
decal is paid for by student
fees, but the faculty get better
parking spaces than the students.
"The parking plan does not
make sense," Jackson said.
"When you have a space right
next to your office, parking is
not a problem."
Former Students for Students officer Erin Dewerff
said her group is one which
brings leaders of all oncampus organizations
together. She said the parking
problem is a problem most
students are interested in.
Dewerff said the organization has devised a plan for improving parking at the University. She said their goal is
to come up with numerous objectives so at least one will
have to be adopted.
The plan includes: construction of a parking garage which
would be located off campus
near the Thurstin Street
smoke stacks; freshman level
student parking; a tier system
See PARKING, page 3.
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'Doctor
Death9
admits
'guilt'
by Julia Prodis
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Dr. Jack Kevorkian admitted it right on the
evening news: He helped Thomas
Hyde commit
suicide.
He lugged
the canister of
carbon monoxide out to his
old Volkswagen van. He
laid a mattress
in the back to
make Hyde,
weak from the
debilitating nerve disorder
called Lou Gehrig's disease,
more comfortable. He delicately
placed the clear plastic mask
over Hyde's nose and mouth.
Parked in the van on Detroit's
scenic Belle Isle park last summer, Kevorkian watched the
30-year-old man take his last
breath.
Kevorkian's confession was on
videotape. He gave prosecutors
crucial evidence and practically
begged to be arrested and
charged.
It sounds like an open-and-shut
case when the so-called suicide
doctor goes on trial Tuesday,
charged with breaking Michigan's law banning assisted suicide.
It's not.
The trial pits the law against
the emotions of all those who
have ever watched a loved one
die a slow, agonizing death or
contemplated their own demise
and who believe Kevorkian represents "death with dignity."
"The jury can always choose,
no matter how overwhelming the
evidence is, to let a person go
free," said Stephen Safranek, a
constitutional law professor at
the University of Detroit Mercy.
"The jury in this case might do
it."
If Kevorkian's lawyer, Geoffrey Fieger, is right, "no jury will
ever convict Jack Kevorkian."
"When they have a videotape
of Jack Kevorkian saying, 'I assisted Thomas Hyde in a merciful suicide,' there can be no doubt
about that," Fieger said. "Those
words ring in my brain. And
nevertheless, no one could ever
say that's a crime - ever."
Assistant Wayne County Prosecutor Timothy Kenny says he
must persuade jurors to follow
the law, not their emotions.
Tk« BG NmflUu WtMntr

A Unlvenity Parking and Traffic officer Issues a parking violation to a vehicle outside Founders Residence Hall. The citation was Issued because the parking meter where the vehicle was parked had expired.

"It is not a trial that is a debate
about whether or not people
agree with the wisdom of the
law," Kenny said. "The question
is whether or not Jack Kevorkian
is above the law."

Student's residence destined
by Julie Tigllifarro
assistant managing editor

Some people might say Nathan
"Nate" Arrowsmith, the son of
two University administrators,
was destined to live in Prout Hall
when he chose to attend Bowling
Green State University.
Nineteen years ago Tuesday,
when he was four days old, Nate
was brought home to their Prout
Hall apartment directly below

University students demonstrated that there are no
easy solutions to the racial
tensions on campus in a
panel/open forum discussion of racism last week.
--Page 4.

the room he now calls home.
Nate's mother Kathy, an academic adviser in the College of
Arts and Sciences, believes it has
to be destiny that her son is once
again living In the hall.
Nate was born during the time
Kathy was the hall coordinator of
Prout Hall and her husband,
Robert, who retired earlier In
September as vice president for
student affairs, was a doctoral
student Because of her Job, the

Computers dont necessarily improve students'
grades, but they are still
worth the high cost, according to some local educators.
•■ PageS.

d>

Arrowsmiths resided in the hall.
Kathy said Nate's birth was
also unusual because she went
into labor within an hour after
conducting a hall program about
Lamaze. She had been teaching
the residents so they would better understand what she was going through, but she did not expect him to be born for at least
another 10 days.
After he was born, the family
remained in the hall for two

The national leader in
saves a year ago showed
what she could do as a
starter this weekend versus
Akron. Junior Lisa MountJoy baffled the Zips on Friday and Saturday helping
BG take three out of four
games.
•Page7.

months and then moved to an
apartment in town.
Nate's situation is amazing to
Kathy because, at the time, she
never thought they would stay
longer than a year.
"If anyone had told me then
that 18 years later my son would
be living in Prout, I would have
thought they were crazy," Kathy
said "It never occurred to me
See NATHAN, page 5.

Monday, becoming
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. High 65 to
70. Southwest winds S to IS
mph. Monday night, variable cloudiness with a 40
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Low
around SO.
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Price of peace
a worthy cause
Last week, two U.S. helicopters were accidentally shot down by American jets over Iraq. This
incident is much more than the story of the week that
will be forgotten in a few days.
It is a tragic reminder of how difficult the mission
America has embarked on of keeping peace throughout the world actually is. All too often we look at incidents and take them for face value, but there is a
much deeper meaning behind last week's incident.
Twenty-six American, British, Turkish, Kurdish,
and French, including some civilians were headed
for a remote Kurdish village on what was to be a U.N.
mercy mission.
The outcome has left the world in shock.
In what has been deemed friendly fire - Blackhawk choppers were shot down.
Tension remains despite the fact that the war with
Iraq ended three years ago. It is only when the harassment, intimidation and terrorism by Iraqi troops
end that peace will settle, and the mission will be
successful.
It was this peace that drove U.S. helicopters and
planes to meet high above Iraq and attempt to help
over one million refugees from the Persian Gulf War
rebuild their homes and their lives.
But it is not only in Iraq that tragedy is occurring.
Everyday across the globe U.N. workers in Bosnia
face situations which rivel those in Iraq.
This deterioration of peace is combatted every day
when over 70 thousand troops from 70 nations put
themselves between the violence that is happening
and the peace that they aspire to. They only ask for
one thing in return for their efforts -- world peace.
However, like anything, that peace has a price.
Since 1948,1,069 U.N. troops have died in this pursuit. It continues to happen in Somalia and Rwanda
today. The United Nations already knows what
everyone must realize, that the end result is worth
the effort.
The accident in Iraq has caused many to ask,
"Why?" But the answer should be clear. Peace is
worth any price.
This time, sadly, the price was human life. These
few did not die in vain. Throughout their many missions, they saved thousands of lives.
Without sacrifices by the strong for those threatened by evil, peace will cease to exist
■■■■■■■■■—■—
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Reserve provides lessons
The following is a chronology
of the e vent s which took place on
my trip to Walpole Island Indian
Reserve.
S.-O0 Arise and shine. Wait a
minute, there is no sun at 5:00 in
the morning. There is definitely
something wrong here, nevertheless I must get up. After all, a
man has to do what a man has to
do. Oops! Sorry, Andrea. A person has to do what a person has to
do. I wonder if Prof. Danzlger
knows It's unhealthy to get up
this early.
6:10 Well, we are on our way
out of here, leaving the wonderful, majestic, beautiful flat farmlands of Bowling Green. This is
not a depressing moment Besides, who wouldn't want to get
out of here. Even if It is for just a
day.
650 As part of my cultural
awareness on this trip I pull out
the Sega Game Gear and play
Sonic the Hedgehog.
830 Three vans pull Into a
McDonald's and swamp the
place. The manager yells "We
need more hashbrownsl"
9:00 Arrive at the AlgonacWalpole Ferry Line and we cross
the St. Clair river in the vans.
The water Is sure blue, the
mighty Maumee River has never
looked this good. Actually, It has
never looked anything but mucky
brown.
9:15 Now, we enter Walpole
Island First Nation, and we are In
Canada The customs officers
search the vans for guns and alcohol. They know how college
students can be.
9-JO We are at the Heritage
Centre, and we get a warm greeting from the Natives of the
Island. At first a video called
The New Explorers: Children of
the River la shown to us. It's a
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Rick
Hackbarth
documentary video about efforts
to reclaim the rivers and make
them clean again. An area of concern presented In the video was
the pollution in the St. Clair river
which comes down and affects
the tributaries that flow through
and around Walpole Island. The
people of Walpole Island are trying to preserve and maintain the
beauty of the Island and the
rivers around it
10:15 A slide display It shown
and offers insight on how die
community benefits the inhabitants of the Island. The community offers schools, churches, a
family counseling center, and a
rec center. Pictures were also
shown of the marshland and duck
hunting regions, something they
take a lot of pride In. The marshland Is one of their most valuable
assets, and they want It to go undeveloped.
11:15 Nature walk through the
Walpole Island preservation
area. They show us how they
bum areas of land, which helps
the vegetation come back each
year and grow much more. Walpole Island has plants and
flowers that are on the endangered species list. They are
preserving them and trying to
maintain their existence.

1150 Head to the Penalty Box
for lunch Prof. Danzlger tries to
bribe his way Into getting a good
spot In the buffet line, only If he
gives us all A's.
1 JO Walpole Island elementary
and secondary schools They
teach three languages to the
children, the native language
(which Is on the verge of extinction), French, and English This is
something I feel we should do In
the states, and that is teach foreign languages at an early age.
Another thing they stress is
community and family values,
for this is what holds the people
together. This Is something we
take too lightly In the states, and
we need to place more emphasis
on them.
2:45 Now we approach one of
Walpole Island's biggest economic developments, and that is Tahgahonlng Enterprises Inc. Farm
Division. It started out with
about 200 acres, and it is now
over 4,000 acres. It Is the largest
agriculture enterprise in Ontario, Canada.
3:10 This la now one of the
highlights of the trip, and we are
now visiting the memorial of Tecumseh. The bones of Chief Tecumseh are entombed In the
memorial on Walpole Island
Here we took group pictures and
Prof. Danzlger was taking the
pictures. Someone In the group
yelled, "The guy with the Idiot
camera," or maybe It was the
other way around. I think he's going to get his grade docked a letter grade.
tut We are back at the Heritage Centre and have a question
and answer session with Dean
Jacobs. The three largest industries on Walpole Island are
the tourism industry, which consists of hunting, f lshing,and trap-

ping. The second biggest is the
agriculture Industry. Then the
third one is government It's the
other way around in the U.S. The
natives of Walpole Island have
Inhabited the island for 6,000
years, and only descendants and
relatives can live on the Island.
The land always stays among the
Walpole Island First Nation people; no outsider can own land on
It.
One of the goals of the
government Is to empower the
people, and create more economic developments. They have their
own community problems Just
like other communities, but thev
are big on stressing positive
thinking. This is done to instill
hope in the future. Another goal
is building bridges, and one
bridge they have built is with
BGSU
Walpole natives went through a
lot of the same things as the
Native Americans In the U.S.,
such as assimilation, allotment
and many broken promises.
I approached Dean Jacobs and
asked him if the North American
Free Trade agreement benefited
them, and his response was "not
really." One reason Is because
they cant develop their land
economically, other than farming, because they would risk surrendering their land under the
Indian Act. It is the Indian Act
that hinders them from developing economically.
9-. 15 Arrive back In the hill-less
city of Bowling Green. Whew,
I'm tired. I'm going home and hitting the sack. Tschus (So long)!
JUck Hackbarth is a columnist
for The BG News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The following are excerpts from
letters to the editor responding to
James Walters' April 12 column
"Walters Just isn't too GLAD."
The News would like to thank
those who took the time to respond.
"While I appreciate Mr. Walters' attempts to educate me and
my fellow college students, I rind
that I am quite capable of using a
dictionary on my own. Your attempts at education may be considered by some admirable, but
In my opinion they were a failure.
Perhapa If what you had to any In
your column had In any way reflected reality I would have been
more persuaded to consider myself educated by what I had read.
It may be true, Mr. Walters, that
the Intent of the Constitution was
to guarantee equality of teatment
of all people. However, the reality is that equality la not present
In the United States. Simply because you believe all Americana
to have equal rights does not
make it so."
Cathy Griffith
Secretary, Lesbian and Gay AlSophomore

"[James Walters'] editorial rights every day. It la because of
lacks any evidence of the 'special this Ignorance on your part that
rights' that homosexuals and B-Glad Week must take place.
blsexuals supposedly want as Maybe you should take the time
well. No claims are reported by to talk to one of the many homohtm on their dissatisfaction. His sexuals on campus and ask them
comparison of moMflfJ as a dan- how many times they have been
gerous habit and protected anal itlfrfmlnat^H Bgamfft "
aex la Irrelevant and confusing.
Barbara Dano
J*aQSuDUID
What exactly was the point? Yea,
both lung cancer and AIDS are
"Though I am heterosexual, I
terrible illinaifts, but comparing
one to the other la completely do not wear the homophobic
Inappropriate. Smoking Is an ac- blinders that Walters seems so
quired habit. Sexual orientation proud to display. Though I cannot
Is not a choice or a habit or a claim to know personally a homosexual or bisexual person, I do
fad."
not deny that gay hashing Is a
AmyStrine
tremendous problem on this
junior
campus and in this country. Gay
"The homosexual community and lesbian education Is a must if
has always been cheated on this any change la to take place and I
promise of equal rights. Correct find Mr. Walters' smug spatterme If I am wrong, but is it not ■ lag of dictionary 'education' Infact that in many states homo- aulting and anything but
sexual couples cannot marry, humorous. Walters' claim that
cannot obtain Insurance for both 'Americans were afforded equal
patUiers because they are not rights under the Constitution,' la
considered an actual, legal cou- an Ignorant, uninformed person's
ple by a lot of states, and are dis- attempt to deny that people are
criminated against in the work still batag beaten up and even
force? Heterosexuals have these killed for their aex, their race.

their religion, and, oh yes, their
sexual preference. Further Insulting Is his comment that they
should be really, .really happy
these days,' due to support from
President Clinton. Why should
they,' a word which Implies this
Is a concern for only homosexuals and blsexuals, be happy with
the little progress that has been
made when there la still so much
adjustment In our nation's attitude to be made?"
JodlWilloughby
Sophomore

"Keep in mind that the Conati;
tutlon waa paaaed while this
country still supported slavery!
Keep in mind that despite what it
says, there is still discrimination
against all non-white men in this
country. Keep In mind it took an
amendment to give women the
right to vote, and dent believe;
everything you read."
Alexander AiieetaaopuUa
Sophomore
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ACROSS
THE STATE
Should have stayed shut

whose death was blamed on a
drug and alcohol overdose said
Wednesday that exhumation of
her body may answer the family's questions about the case.
"It's really going to happen,
we're going to know what killed
our daughter," Ray Callihan said.
Sharon Brain's body was found
Aug. 28,1978, in a field north of
Youngstown.
Callihan said he believes she
was killed. No autopsy was done.
The order to exhume her body,
signed Tuesday by Trumbull
County Prosecutor Dennis Watkins and Coroner Theodore Soboslay, came one month after the
Tribune Chronicle of Warren reported the woman likely did not
die from an overdose of Vallum
and alcohol. That was the cause
of death listed in 1978.
Summit County Coroner William Cox has reviewed the case
and said there was enough evidence to believe Ms. Brain did
Exhumation may annot die from an overdose.
swer questions
Compiled from staff and wire
NILES- The father of a woman reports.

COLUMBUS - A suitcase
popped open at Port Columbus
International Ah port, and authorities found it was full of marijuana,'police said.
Upon investigating, police
found 65 pounds of marijuana in
two suitcases, Sgt. Anthony Luzio
said Thursday. He said the marijuana was worth at least $100,000.
Luggage handlers noticed that
one suitcase was open after it was
taken from a plane that arrived
from Texas late Wednesday, Luzio said.
He said the suitcases belonged
to Adolphus E. Sharp, 28, of
Houston.
Sharp saw police checking the
suitcases and left the airport
without the bags, Luzio said.
Police found Sharp at a hotel and
charged him with trafficking in
marijuana.

APPkaMUakaL.ltaMtU
Northwestern Michigan College student Brent Schnell lit* on an
Ice floe Thursday la East Grand Traverse Bay la Traverse City,
Mich., as he tests the pile of frozen slush to see if It will hold his

weight. The first warm day of spring had many people in Northern
Michigan outside enjoying the weather.

VALPARAISO, fnd. - How do
!'ou bless a motorcycle club and
heir bikes?
That was the challenge facing
Brother Damlen Murkley, who
had been asked by the Porter
County Harley Owners' Group to
thank the Lord for giving them
their dally rev.
Murkley's answer: "We ask
God's blessing upon them that
they will have a safe travel and
enjoy themselves and be courteous to others as they travel."
Murkley, a friar with the Seven
Dolors Shrine in South Haven,
said Sunday's blessing was the
first time be prayed for a bike.

Kerrigan dolls are coming

EL SEGUNDO, Calif. - Nancy,
meet Barbie.

will range from $699 to $2,499,
depending on the size of the establishments. Sports bars
equipped with multiple television
sets will have access to as many
as eight games simultaneously.

NEW YORK - After years of
battling satellite dishes, the NFL
Is now going into the business itself.
The league has put together a
package called "NFL Sunday

Ticket," which offers regional telecasts to home dish owners, providing as many as 12 different
games every Sunday. That's a
total of more than 180 games in
the 17-week season.
It's the first time the NFL Is
making all Its games available
after years of court fights with
taverns which used dishes to
bring In games that otherwise
would not be televised In their
areas. However, games of teams
whose games are not sold out will
not be available in the home areas
by satellite, continuing the policy
of local market blackouts.
The package will go on sale in
June after distribution arrangements are completed. Sign up before Aug. IS and the price Is $99,
a 30 percent discount on the regular season ticket price of $139.
Prices for restaurants, bars
and other commercial locations

be looked at as a business. The
students are the cus
tomers while faculty and staff
are the employees. In this scenario, the customers are made to
park in the back of the lot.
Mathe said she knows there are
a lot of things that need to be
done with the parking situation.
She said there is a need to sit
down and discuss the situation
and come up with something
that's workable.
Mathe said she is committed to
coming up with a solution by fall
of 1995. She said before she
leaves she wants to know she has
accomplished something In regards to parking.
"I'm here to make the students
happy," Mathe said.
Senator Dave Harold said it is a
good idea to revamp the parking

system. However he does not feel
a parking garage is safe. He said
it will increase crime on campus.
Harold said a significant surveillance system would be to
costly to implement.
Harold said campus lighting is
an excellent idea because it will
Increase campus safety and is
easy to maintain.
"It is important to address the
grevious problem of the system,"
Harold said.
Finally, Harold said he believes the solution to the parking
problem is building more lots. He
said if the lots are made aesthetically pleasing more lots
should not be a problem.
Business management major
Vincc Magnanl said the parking
garage is a good idea. He said the
parking solution needs to focus

on the staff.
"Build the double tier parking
garage and let the faculty park
there," Magnani said. "It will
free up the closer lots for the
students.

A line of Nancy Kerrigan dolls
will appear on store shelves this
fail, Mattel Inc. said Wednesday.
Mattel, which makes Barbie,
said the first Kerrigan doll will
wear a replica of the gold costume the champion figure skater
wore during the Olympics in Lillehammer, Norway.
No word on whether one of the
dolls will feature a bruised knee.
(Kerrigan's other claim to fame
is being clubbed in a plot allegedly hatched by rival Tonya Harding's inner circle.)

NFL to enter satellite
business

PARKING
Continued from page 1.

which would make parking fees
for commuter students, faculty
and staff relevant to their distance from campus; and the improvement of some parking
areas.
The plan also includes reducing shuttle services so It would
run only during inclement
weather and at night. The money
saved could be applied to the
construction of a new parking faduty, Dewerff said.
Dewerff said Jen Mathe, USG
presidentelect, has compared
the University to a business. In
most businesses, the employees
park at the back of the lot while
customers park in the front.
She said the University could

I HATE HAMLET
by Paul Rudnick
April 20-23 at 8 pm
April 24 at 2 pm

Memory overload

AMHERST, Mass. - Other retirees are content exercising
their brains on cards or mahjongg. Stephen Powelson decided
to memorize Homer's "Iliad."

And 16 years later, after about
5,800 hours of memorizing, he
knows 14,800 lines of verse by
heart.
How did he do it?
"Will, discipline and a touch of
madness," he said.

Wednesday
The baseball team travels to Cleveland State in nonleague action, with the first pitch at 2 p.m.
The BGSU Theatre production of "I Hate Hamlet"
opens at Eva Marie Saint Theatre in University Hall.
Curtain time is at 8 p.m. April 20-23 and at 2 p.m. April
24.

FAY

Thursday
• The BGSU Symphonic Band, directed by Mark S.
Kelly, will give a free concert at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall.
• "The Graduate," a 1967 movie directed by Mike
Nichols, will be shown at 9 p.m. in the Gish Film Theatre.

Friday
• Tht softball team travels to Kent to take on the Golden
Flashes at 2 p.m.
The women's tennis team hosts the Akron Zips at 3
p.m..
Art by graduate students is being shown in the
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery and the School of Art
Gallery at the Fine Arts Center from April 22 to May 3.
Admission is free.

Saturday

Continued from page 1.

That does not happen often,
however.
An average of 1,000 people are
sentenced annually to floggings,
said a spokesman for the Ministry of Home Affairs. About six
avoid the lash each year on medical grounds, with floggings
commuted to Jail terms.

give blood

ALL AMERICAN BUFFET

l**9

The baseball team plays host to the Youngstown State
Penguins at 2 p.m. at Steller Field.
The softball team travels to Toledo to take on the
Rockets beginning at 2 p.m.
Kenley Inglefield will conduct the BGSU Brass Choir
in concert at 7 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall.

All 600 pages, two volumes,
15,693 lines, more than 200,000
syllables - in the ancient Greek.

Pheasant
Room

HOT

Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Reservations 372-2719

The Student Composers' Forum at BGSU will present a
free concert at 7 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall.

Tuesday

ACROSS .
THE NATION
Holy motorcycles

Monday

itf**

The women's track team hosts Ohio University and the
men's track team hosts Ball State at l p.m.
I ISA

||S\
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USA

USA

Congratulations to the 1994-1995
Honors Student Association Council
President: Valerie Devitt
Vice-president: John McVey
Secretary: Toni Kwiatkowski
Treasurer: Jennifer Young
Informative: Kim Nettling
Fundraising: Robin Gendek
Newsletter: Jason Sonenshein
Philanthropy: BethGehle
Public Relations: Jennifer Dickson
Special Events: Sue Krecioch
Tuition Raffle: Brooke Hitchcock
and Dennis Bentley
is \

is \

I K.\

|S\

||s\
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Staying
in dorms
can cut
expenses
kyJmVlcfcin
New* contributing writer
Planning a summer vacation on a college ctudenf •
budget can be very difficult.
However, staying In college residence halls instead
of hotel rooms can significantly reduce vacation
coats. More than 260 cotleges in the United States 13 in Ohio - open their residence halls to the general
public during the summer,
according to the VS. and
Worldwide Travel Accommodations Guide.
Lodgings usually cost between $15 to $30 a night per
person, said Robert C.
Luckcuck, the publisher of
the guide book.
There are other advantages to staying at college
campuses besides the low
price, he said
•"The atmosphere of a college campus Isa tot more
relaxed," he said. "Colleges
provide a park-like setting,
inexpensive meals, libraries, sports facilities awl
very secure grounds."
One disadvantage to staying in a college realdenoe
had U not having your own
"You have to share batb,
neoDie cam tolerate that If
they want to am* the
See KOOMI, Begs tve.

MS Society hosts End to racism rocky
charity bike tour Discussion aims to educate, generate ideas
by Melinli Mtlcher
News contributing writer

More than 2,000 people in
Northwest Ohio are affected with
Multiple Sclerosis. To support
these people,
the Northwest
Ohio chapter of
the Multiple
Sclerosis Society will be hosting a bicycle
tour to Put inBay in June.
People who
would like to
participate in
the fifth annual MS ISO BikeTo-The-Bay tour should do so
Tuesday from 4JO to 6:30 p.m. at
the MS Society office, 415 Tomahawk West in Maumee.
The bike tour is ISO miles long
and takes place over a two-day
period. Participants will ride 75
miles each day with seven rest
stops 10 to 12 miles apart, said
Donna Greenwald, executive director for the Northwest Ohio
chapter of The National MS Society.
The tour begins at the Lucas
County Fairgrounds in Maumee
at 7:30 a.m. on June 25. It will
conclude at the same location
with a chicken barbeque and music by the band Hot Lix, Greenwald said.
Awards will be presented for
the largest team of cyclists,
highest average paid per rider
and highest pledge, she said.
Each participant must raise a
minimum of $150 in pledges
which can came from anyone including friends, co-workers or
family members.
More than 1,100 people are expected to participate in the event
to try to raise a projected

$250,000 in proceeds, Greenwald
said.
"Sixty percent of the proceeds
go to the MS Society chapter of
Toledo and 40 percent goes to the
national office for research"
Greenwald said.
In Toledo, the MS Society has
2,100 clients to which part of the
proceeds will help, she said
MS is a chronic disease of the
central nervous system in which
the simplest everyday tasks can
no longer be taken for granted,
said Christina Brown, unit manager of adult neurology at The
Medical College of Ohio.
"Symptoms can run the gamut
from slight blurring of vision to
complete paralysis" Brown said.
The typical pattern of MS Is
marked by a period of exacerbation, or active disease, followed by periods of remission.
There Is also chronic progressive
MS In which the disease only
progresses and does not go into
remission. Brown said.
People who have MS are typically Hi^givi—H between the ages
of 20 to 30.
There is no cure but new
research is constantly being
done. Brown said.
"The National MS Society is
the only national voluntary
health organization in the U.S.
devoted to supporting national
and international research on MS
as well as supporting services to
people with MS and their families" Brown said.
In addition to dealing with MS
as a registered nurse, Brown
herself has the disease and
knows all too well what people go
through
"Everybody with MS really
appreciates people who do things
like the Bike-To-The-Bay,"
Brown said.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

by Mellm Upowskl
News staff writer
University students demonstrated that there are no easy
solutions to the racial tensions
on campus In a panel/open
forum discussion or racism
Wednesday night.
The program, which took
place in the tint floor lounge
of McDonald East, was not established with the priority or
ensuring quick solutions.
Rather, it was created to give
students the opportunity to
generate ideas on how to break
the socially-constructed walls
of racism, said Toriano Davis,
mediator and organizer for the
event.

"Something
positive goes on
when we learn
from each other
and share our
feelings."
Toriano Davis, med
iator and organizer for
the event

Cooklla resident adviser Toriano Davis offers the microphone to
a concerned student at the racism panel la McDonald East
lounge last week.

Giving University students
the opportunity to state their
views on the issue reinforced
the idea that racism cannot be
solved unless individuals begin
to educate themselves about
the differences between ethnic
groups.
"In order to deal with and
solve problems like this, people
have to come out or their comfort zones," Davis said. "The
first priority of these programs is to educate and the
second is to become educated."
Christopher Smitherman,
audience member, said it is
important for individuals to 1dentIf y racism on campus and
within their personal lives and
to confront the Institutions that
employ these negative attitudes.
Changing personal attitudes
is the key, Smitherman said.
"As people begin to recognize the differences between
mem, they will finally be able
to realize that they are on this
planet together," he said. "In
this sense, comprehending
each other's lives U the key to
understanding."
Throughout the discussion,
questions arose as to why segregation by race still occurs on
this campus, as well as within
society at-large.

Many of the EuropeanAmerican students felt that It
was unfair for them to be
treated badly for something
that other European Americans did so many years ago.
"My ancestors were not even
here in the days of slavery and
I am still being punished for
what they supposedly did," one
member of the audience said.
In order to refute claims
such as this, many of the African-American panelists, as
well as audience members,
urged the reinterpretation of
American history.
"It Is Impossible to understand black men and women
and their mythology unless you
look at their lives in a historical perspective," said Pam
Boehm, panelist
According to Marwan Tantash, another panelist,
European Americans cannot
accept only certain positive
aspects of American history,
such as Independence Day, unless they are willing to accept
all of it, including the negative.
"Slavery is a part of history
that African Americans cannot
Just wipe away," said Carmen
Jones, panelist
In addition, many AfricanAmerican students suggested
that the "fear factor" In com-

Tkt BG NOIKOII Wihmr

bination with the stereotypes
of African-American men employed by European Americans
is largely responsible for their
anger.
"Everyone has his or her own
prejudices and stereotypes,"
said Solomon Omo-Osagie, audience member. "I do not want
you to be afraid of me or people who look like me. Many
people have this internal paranoia that they think that my
intentions are to hurt them. No
one is going to hurt you."
In addition to racism, the
eight-member panel and the
audience discussed issues of
sexism, interracial dating and
racially-segregated fraternities and sororities.
Although no formal solutions
were proposed, those who attended and participated in the
event were part of the solution,
Davis said.
"Something positive goes on
when we learn rrom each other
and share our feelings," be
said. "As long as we are able to
identify the problem and are
not ignoring it, we can find the
solutions within ourselves and
decide what to do as an Individual."

STUDENT TRAVEL
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You don't have to
wait until you graduate
to earn good money
Why put off until graduation what you can earn today? Olsten can show you how
to turn your spare time into spare cash. We have a wide range of temporary jobs ttutt are
ideal for college students.
Olsten specialists will work closely with you to find you jobs that are right for your
skills. And right for your schedule. Jobs that offer top pay. And good experience.
Why wait any longer? Let Olsten find you the temporary jobs mat will help you
make the most of your college years.

iKMUcay

821-1177
G2S-7288
680-8876

1 7S1-1H1
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ChPI■rtCaaty
1 Z71-H2B
Tec*
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All Students with NDSL, Perkins, Nursing and/or Schell
student loans graduating or leaving BGSU at the end of
Spring semester 1994 are required to attend an exit
interview.
Please plan to attend one of the following Student Loan Exit
Interviews held in BA Building.
Monday, April 18
Tuesday, April 19
Wednesday, April 20
Thursday, April 21

BA-112
BA-113
BA-112
BA-110
BA-112

10:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. & 6:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

The repayment provisions of your NDSL, Perkins, Nursing and/or
Schell student loans will be explained at this session. Please allow
approximately one hour for the interview.
Note, students who do not attend an interveiw session will have their
grades and transcripts withheld.
Contact the Student Loan Collection Office at 372-8112 If you are unable to
. attend one of the above sessions or have any questions.
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Computers prepare students Bike ride
High cost of equipment justified in eyes of local educators
promote clean
air awareness
I do not believe that without a
computer, children would do
poorly."

by Richard Leva
News staff writer

Computers don't necessarily
improve students' grades, but
Even though the record of
they are still worth the high cost, computers improving the grades
according to some local educators.
Pattie Funk, a fifth-grade
teacher at Crim Elementary in
Bowling Green, said computers
are necessary for students to use.
"If we did not [have computers
in schools], there would be a
great disservice because the bottom line is not that the kids leant
Elaine Ezell, librarian at
2+2 or know C-A-T, but that
they're prepared to function in
society," Punk said.
One of the main attractions of of students is mixed, local educathe computer as an educational tors still say they are worth the
device was that it could improve cost.
students' grades. Many teachers,
"I think it's worth every
including Funk, don't necessarily
penny," said Elaine Ezell, the libelieve that this is so.
brarian at Bowling Green Junior
VI can't say grades are better," High. "Look at the business
Funk said. "I would say that [a world. They're not going to give
computer] add" to the learning up their computers. And we're
[the students] are already get- going to send our students into
ting. I am very pro-computer but that market."

For Jim Grindstaf f, a computer
science teacher at Otsego High
School, the computer is effective
as a tool for students in practical
applications.
"We can usually make a con-

I think it's worth every penny. Look at the
business world. They're not going to give up
their computers. And we're going to send our
students into that market."

ROOMS

NATHAN

Continued from page four.

Continued from page 1.

money," Luckcuck said. The 13
colleges in Ohio that open their
residence halls to summer travelers include the University of
Cincinnati, the University of
Toledo and Kent State University.
Jerry Yates, assistant director
of auxiliary services at the University of Cincinnati, said the
university has housed guests
during the summer since the
1970s.
"We tend to have mostly
groups who are visiting campus [
stay here during the summer],"
Yates said. "There are some individuals who stay here, but they
are usually involved with the
groups or conferences going on
at the university."
The demand from groups has
been so great over the last few
years that they have occupied
most of the rooms during the
summer, he added.
Although the general public
cannot attain lodging in the University's residence halls, they
can stay at the Union hotel located on the fourth floor of the
University Union.

that we would stay here and that
my son would attend the University and live in Prout, let alone
one floor up from where we
lived."
Unlike his mother, Nate said he
does not believe in destiny.
"I honestly am not into that
stuff," he said.
He came to the University on
his own accord and chose Prout
for its location, not because he
wanted a bond with his past.
While he admits it Is an unusual
situation, he has tried all year to
be the typical student fitting In
on campus.
Nate currently shares a room
in Prout with a friend from high
school who Is transferring to The
Ohio State University next year.
He said he enjoyed the focused
and challenging living environment Prout offers but is not
planning on living there next
year and Is not sure yet if he
wants to live in another type of
residence hall or at home with his
parents.
"Overall, it has been a relatively good year but I am looking
forward to the end," he said.

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL '
Sunday, April 24 - Thursday, April 28
Sunday, May 1 - Thursday.May 5

■
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I BEST WESTERN,

llFalconPla
independently owned & operand

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

J^Sk at

/\ & pernighttora

ordoMe

ortcW" v24.95—

• Early Check-in and Late Check-out time.* Continental Breakfast*
Coffee available 24 hours.
Limited number of
Advance
rooms available at
QC9 9, A 7\
reservations
this rate.
OOil-ii^Ll
nguirtll_
Present this coupon at check - in

■
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Bowling Green Junior High

School

won't improve your grades but it
will "make it easier for you to
improve your grades.
"It makes some tasks a lot easier," Ezell said. "You can create a
document, you can check the
spelling, you can check the thesaurus with it ... With students
who have handwriting problems,
they can produce a very nice
document and it looks as good as
another kid's document."

According to Ron Lancaster, an
associate professor of computer
science at the University, computers are only one factor out of
many that can help students
learn.

cept understood in less time if we
can give the students the opportunity to actually experience it
on a computer as opposed to
standing in front of them, or using a chalkboard or worksheet,"
Grindstaf f said. "They have their
hands on the problem. It's more
interactive and you can retain
and learn."

"Certainly learning can be enhanced by computers, just as it
can be enhanced by fancy laboratory equipment and by excellent
textbooks and all other kinds of
modes of assistance to the instructor," Lancaster said. "But to
say that one factor, by itself,
makes a dramatic difference in
isolation from other factors, I
According to Ezell, computers don't see that."

Nate still has not declared his
major but said he is leaning
toward sports management. He
works as a floor manager at the
Field House about 10 hours a
week which has added to his interest in the career.
In addition to working, he is involved with the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program and
spends time with his "little
brother" who is in the fifth
grade.
While he does not want to be
known simply for his last name
and former living experience at
the University, Nate said he is
proud of both of his parents and
hopes they will always have a
close relationship. Aside from a
few comments from teachers, no
one has said anything about his
parents or teased him about his
past living experience in Prout.
Although neither of his parents
ever verbally pressured him to
attend the University, he knew it

was where he would go. He said
he sees his sister Jane, currently
in the seventh grade, becoming a
University undergraduate In a
few years.
"Most families make a big deal
about college whereas with me
and my family it seemed like a
run-of-the-mill decision," he said.
Kathy said she and her husband never thought either of
their children would choose the
University but that they are
pleased Nate did because they
believe it has so much to offer.
"I hope we didn't push it down
his throat," she said.
"My experience with the University has been good so far,"
Nate said. "I'll always be interested in the University like I
have and I figure someday, if my
kids want to go here, I'd encourage them, but it's totally up to
them."

HAVE VaU HEARD

-ME

LATEST?

wf Bantu ramies
News contributing writer

When you cant breathe,
nothing elae matters.
The Nut tli western Branch
of the American Lung Association of Ohio wUl emphasize
their slogan May 15 m they
heat a bike ride to promote the
awareness and importance of
clean au*.
The 1994 Clean Air Challenge will help raise money to
make the quality of air better,
according IB Karen Zoeiler,
director of special events for
the northwestern branch.
Proceeds will benefit local
lung association programs
which strive for clean air such
as free crnltsjons testing for

can.

The bike ride will tour the
scenic Maumee Bay area.
There are three routes for
participants to choose from 10,30 or 60 miles.
"This is going to be a really
good ride. There are gorgeous
areas to ride through," Zoeiler
•aid. "With the different
routes, there is something for
everyone.''
' Interested participants may
aign up by '—T'fr'g the Lung
Association for a registration
form. If returned to Saturn car
dealership of Toledo, participants will be entered Into a
drawing to win an IronHorse
AT50 bicycle.
Tr« registration fee la $10 in
advance, and $15 the day of
the ride. There la aaw a |3S

minimum pledge that each
Participant must ham from
thea-paranrialapuawuia.
The Clean Ah- Challenge aea
been an annual event for three
years. In the laat coupts years
there have been 200 to 230
participants, ZoeUer said
They are hoping for about
300 participants this year.
There wtll also be breakpoints
during the routes and refreshments at the end of the
bike ride.
This la for a great cause
and it will be a lot of fun,"
Zoeiler said.
Thla program la neceaaary
became more lmpnmauenii
need to be made in the quality
of air, said Jean Wright, director of health education at the
University.
There are many health concerns with aagggaaag today,
one being secondhand smoke,
she said.
'■Secondhand amoke U very
serious. It la cunaldeied Indoor air pollution," Wright
said. "Sprwams and rnnmaliaa
of smokers can have a minimum 30 percent increase m
lung cancer."
Wright also aaidaome health
problems, such as asthma, are
aggravated by pollutants. Secondhand smoke can be one of
these aggravations.
"Smokers argue that they
have the freedom to amok*.
Nonamokers say they have the
right to remain healthy,"
Wright said
For any
formation,
can Lung
471-00M.
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Rent from
HERTZ PENSKE.
And be a
ROAD SCHOLAR.

Pete Allen
I is the Production Staff Member,
of the Week
at The BG News

I
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Introducing...
Qrunbriar Inc. s
Camp6eCC?MApts.
'Being 6uiCtfor Jail '94
2 and 3 Bedrooms
CaU352-0717orstop
by 224 £. Woosterfor
more information

The best way to get home
is in a Hertz Penske truck.
That's because they're easy
to rent. Easy to drive. And
easy on the budget. No matter what size truck you need,
you'll get the one that's
just right for you.
Plus you'll get the Hertz
Penske promise of:
• Low Rates
• No Mileage
Charge
• Locations Coo s t
To Coast
• 24-Hr. &Tiergency

Road Service
• Full Range of Truck Sizes
• aeon, Smooth-Running
Trucks
•Many Trucks With Auto
Transmission and Air
Conditioning
For quality, comfort, cost
and convenience, no other
rental truck can
move you like a
Hertz Penske
truck.
Call for infonrationand
reservations.

Hertz

THE WINNING TEAM: HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU.
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP
FOR ONE-WAY RENTALS
AVAILABLE MAY 4-7
(BY RESERVATION ONLY)

FOR RATES AND RESERVATIONS PLEASE CAU

(419) 385-6623
OR
(800) 222-0277
Hot ell trucki notable et oil baton. Ill leal M aHHeH
armli wheel lo Mem Pemke itonden) raM wtlifiatiem.
© Hem Penile Truck looing. Inc. ins
Rotei o*c*r lo ene-wwy remoli orey.
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plans Serb tanks roll into Gorazde
to extend bloc Bosnian high command says U.S.-Serb talks a 'trick' to win time
The Associated Press
BRUSSELS, Belgium - The
European Union plant to take
In four pro«perous new members, extending the reach of
the powerful economic bloc
lato the
heart of central Europe
and north to
Russia's
Arctic frontiers.
If Austria.
Sweden,
Norway and
Finland Join
aa planned
on Jan, 1, they will enlarge the
union to 16 nations, 375 million
people and an economy worth
$7 trillion a year. The North
American Free Trade Agreement of the United States,
Canada and Mexico has 360
million people In a $6 trillion
economy.
Such expansion warms the
hearts of those who dream of
building a European superpower to rival the United
States. But some Europeans
believe Increasing the membership will only delay progress toward united foreign and
defense policies.
"A common foreign policy
comes from common interests, not from a declaration in
a treaty," asM Jonathan Eyal,
director of studies at the
Royal United Services Institute in London He aaid larger
■■nilnrinlp win make it «eveo more dUTlcult- to define
those oommoainteresu.
of ever-ctoesr
iwlBJosa

Britain In defending national
sovereignty against visions of
a "United States of Europe."
Also, the NATO-aligned
majority will have to accommodate the neutrality of Sweden, Austria and Finland.
Nor did negotiations with
the four candidates boost confidence In Europe's ability to
unite. Before they were completed a month after the
March 30 deadline, foreign
ministers spent weeks quarreling about how to adapt voting procedures and share out
Norway's fish stocks.
While they wrangled, others
took the lead in Bosnia and the
Middle East, two areas where
the European Union had once
hoped for diplomatic success.
U.S. and Russian diplomats
pre seed for peace in former
Yugoslavia with some success,
and the United States became
the broker In Israeli-Arab
talks.
"It demonstrates what
American leadership can provide," Stuart E. Eizenstat, US.
ambassador to the European
Union, told The Associated
Press.
"Europe Is beginning to
come together. But even with
that, they still need the entrance of the world's only
superpower to make things
fully happen."
In January, the bloc ap- •
peered to recognize this when
its foreign ministers appealed
for American hasp to end the
Wiling in Bosnia That was a
fax cry from a declaration in
M» by Fbreejn Minister Jao
Srons of Luaembourg.
the HJ iiliilUn
that
eadl

-—■,„■„■■ ...i

by Samlr Krllic
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina - Bosnian Serb tanks lumbered into the longsuffering Muslim enclave of Gorazde on
Sunday, U.N. workers said, even as other
officials spoke of reaching an agreement for
the Serbs to pull back.
Kris Janowski, a spokesman for the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees told reporters in Sarajevo that a UNHCR staffer in
Gorazde had called to report Serb tanks
within the city and residents in panic.
Maj. Dae re Hollo way, a spokesman for
U.N. peacekeepers, spoke of Bosnian Serb
movement either toward or into Gorazde. A
few minutes earlier, he had told reporters
that talks between the United Nations and
Bosnian Serb officials had brought an
agreement for the Serbs to withdraw from a
1.8-mile zone around the southeastern city.
The Bosnian army high command also said
tanks were moving into Gorazde. An official
in the high command said talks in between
the U.N.-Serb talks had been a 'trick" to win
time for the Serb advance.
The fall of Gorazde would permit the
Serbs, who already hold more than 70 percent of Bosnian territory, to link eastern and
southwestern holdings. And It would be
more salt in the wounds for the United States
and other Western countries whose efforts

to end the war have been criticized as weak
and unfocused.
Gorazde, which has been under siege for
most of the two-year war, has been an especially potent symbol for critics. The United
Nations declared it a protected "safe area"
for Muslims last year, but the siege continued without foreign retaliation until last
week, when the Serbs advanced to the edge
of the city.
Earlier Sunday, Hoiloway had said that the
talks held at Bosnian Serb headquarters In
pale had yielded agreement on suspension of
the Serb siege of Gorazde, permitting hundreds of U.N. peacekeepers access to area.
Holloway said that under the accord, a
350-person U.N. force would gain access to
Gorazde, a town of 65,000 residents and
refugees.
The Serbs agreed to pull out their heavy
weapons from a 1.8-mile zone around the
city, and talk about a more permanent exclusion zone later, said Holloway.
It was unclear how the International community would react to a fall of Gorazde.
The Serb siege of Gorazde provoked two
NATO air attacks over the past two weeks
and raised Scrb-U.N. tensions to their
highest in two years of war In Bosnia. Sunday's developments came a day after a
British Jet was shot down over Gorazde
while moving against a Bosnian Serb tank
shelling the town.

Bosnian Serbs on Sunday released 19 of
the more than 150 U.N. peacekeepers being
kept under virtual house arrest. Holloway
said the 19, Including 16 Canadians, were returned to Clftluk, northwest of Sarajevo,
from four days of detention at a Serb barracks.
But many other U.N. personnel still remained hindered by Serbs, who began restricting their movements last week as an
Insurance against further NATO attacks.
In another reflection of U.N-Serb tensions, British peacekeepers briefly duelled
with Serb forces at Kobilja Glava, north of
Sarajevo, In what U.N. spokesman Maj. Rob
Annink called a "very heavy fight" at close
range. There were no British casualties.
In other developments, the Washington
Post reported Sunday that the Clinton administration rejected widening NATO air
strikes in response to the Serb offensive
against Gorazde. It said the United States
also agreed for the first time to discuss a
European proposal to slowly lift economic
sanctions against Serbia prior to a full peace
settlement
Sanctions were placed against Serbia in
1991 for funding Serb revolts In Bosnia and
Croatia.
The NATO jet shot down Saturday was one
of two British Sea Harrier jets flying a mission against a Serb tank firing Into the
center of Gorazde.

Judge to watch South African polls
The Associated Press

Joseph Tomain and colleague
Bert Lockwood Jr. from the University of Cincinnati law school.
They were recruited by the International Commission of Jurists.
Lockwood, on sabbatical at
Britain's University of Sussex, is
director of the Urban Morgan Institute for Human Rights at the
law school.

CINCINNATI - A federal appeals court judge is part of an international team that will watch
polls in South Africa during that
country's first all-race election.
Judge Nathaniel Jones of the
6th U.S. Court of Appeals will
lead an 18-member delegation
from this country's Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights
Jones first went to South
Under Law.
Two other Clnclnnatlans also Africa In 1985.
"I came back with a sense of
will be observing the polls: Dean
hopelessness," he said. "I never

would have thought that in a
10-year period there would be
this kind of turnaround."
Tomain said he accepted the
invitation because "It's an historic event."
They and other international
observers will get a week of
orientation from South Africa's
Independent Election Commission, then help South African poll
workers try to assure smooth balloting during the election April
26-28.
"If there is a complaint, we'll
take it and pass It up the line to

the Independent Election Commission," Tomain said. "We
won't resolve anything right
there."
Monitors are to be nonpartisan,
Tomain said.
"We have to make sure we
have no Insignia or colors associated with any political party," he
said.
South Africans will choose between the ruling National Party
or the African National Congress.

CONGRATULATIONS TELEFUND TEAM!
More Than $657,000 in 1993-94!

Collect All
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One low price of

Now you can get

The Key
Yearbook from all
four of your
glorious years
here at BGSU!
...Or complete
your set!

•Hurry! Back
issues are limited.

Order Form

•Billed to Bursar
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John Boyle
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KristenLen
Molly Lewts
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Bryan Lynch
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Jeff McCrary
Usa McGraw
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Student Managers

1993

Return to 28 West Hall
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Order all four Keys for $44.95 or
complete your set. Back issues
are $10 each.

Gina Flora
Carrie Hakett

PamMcMahon
Erin McMonomon
Heidi Messbarger
Ubby Miller
Melissa Montgomery
Laura Moroney
AnneMoshler
Donny Myers
NlkklNeeJy
Melissa Nettles
Mike Nolan
Penny Parsons
Shawna Partri
Julie Payne
Kristin Pech
, KJmPertl
Gretchen Poese
CyndlPrada
£k Court enay Roe burn
V Linda Ruehle
Susan Ruma
Nicole Samples
Lynn Schetoske
Brad Schneider
Krtstme Sedey
Corl Shorten
Jessica Shankle
MlkeSlebenhaler
Kef Smith
Marcy Smith
Mellnda Spoor
Shannon Srodek
Angle Stalks
Lauren StoHer
Stephanie Sumner
Melissa Tardl
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Becky Tlpprrt
Rose To th
Michelle Tych
Mm Van Dlvort
Jessica Vaught
Carrie Warren
Deedra Weaver
Trad Wesbecher
BethWeymouth
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Jackie Nettzett
Trlda Profit

THANKS FOR ANOTHER GREAT
RECORD - BREAKING YEARI
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Softball wins three offour^G takes second
in All-Ohio meet

by Pat Murphy
News sports writer

by Steve Wlldman
News sports writer

The national leader In saves a
year ago showed what she could
do as a starter this weekend versus Akron. Junior Lisa Mount Joy
baffled the Zips on Friday and
Saturday helping BG take three
out of four games.
On Saturday Mountjoy gave up
an early run but shut down the
Zips for the final five inninga to
earn her sixth win. She escaped a
treacherous situation in the sixth
inning with Zips on every base.
However, with one out Mountjoy
struck out Nicole Troyer and
Falcon catcher Kathy Holland
picked off the runner on third to
preserve the victory.
"The games this weekend were
my best games this season. I felt
confident on the mound. My
pitches were really effective,"
Mountjoy said.
"She pitched well and kept
them off balance," head coach
Rachel Miller said.
The Brown and Orange offense
which has spurted so far this
year awoke versus Akron. BG
took an early lead when Miller
opted for a suicide squeeze. Second baseman Amy Patterson laid
down a perfect bunt and Kolleen
Kopchak scampered home for
' the opening run.
"I saw both corners [first and
third basemen] back and we had
a good bunter at the plate," Miller said.
BG baserunners pillaged the
- Zip defense In the fourth inning.
With one out. Missy Clay was
perched on second and Holland
.on third. Akron catcher Troyer

For the first time in four years
BG women's track did not take
first in the outdoor All-Ohio
Championships, but did take a
close second behind Ohio University.
"I'm disappointed that we
didnt win but I am very satisfied
with our performance," head
coach Steve Price said.
Not only did BG put in a great
performance but three school records were broken.
All-American

The BG NewtStoas Weltzaer

Bowling Green's Kathy Holland slides into second base during the Falcons weekend series with Akron
University. The Falcons won three oat of four against the Zips.
for Wolf. The Zips roughed her best .359.
up for six runs, five earned, on
In Friday's second game
nine hits. Akron's Janice Den ling
blasted Wolf going 3 for 3 with Mountjoy pitched a complete
Jennifer Wolf picked up her three runs batted in. Ann Marie game allowing one run on four
third win of the season in the Rotunda and Patty Surina added hits and striking out five. The
second game on Saturday, a 3-2 two hits and one run batted in.
resurgent BG offense got two
decision. Wolf pitched six solid
runs in the second inning in supinnings and fittingly struck out
Hot-hitting Holland had two of port of Mountjoy. Kopchak, TriElizabeth Nash to end the game.
the seven hits BG got against cia Askins, Julie Moss and Karen
winning AU pitcher Cindy Wood Brown combined for eight of the
Friday was a different story to raise her average to a team Falcons' ten hits.

allowed a pass ball on which Holland and Clay came In to score
for a 3-1 win.

Nikki

Lessig

took first in the shotput and
broke the outdoor school record
when she threw for SO feet one
and three-fourths inches. Lessig
also took the discus with a throw
of 152 feet and seven inches.
The four-by-100 relay team of
Julie Shade, Jane Moeller, Clarice Gregory, and Kaleitha Johnson took first and broke the outdoor school record with a time of
47.08.
Jane Moeller's record setting
day did not end with the fourby-100 relay team. Moeller took
second in the 100-meter hurdles
and broke her old school record
with a time of 13.94 seconds.
Besides breaking records
Moeller scored 25 points for the
team when participating in six
events.
Moeller placed third in the long
jump with a jump of 18 feet seven and one-half Inches. She
placed sixth in the high jump
with a leap of five feet and three
inches. In the triple jump she
took sixth with a Jump of 36 feet
three and one-half.

Moeller also competed with Julie Shade, Clarice Gregory, and
Michelle Mueller In the fourby-400 relay to take third with a
time of 4:02.64
"It was a outstanding day for
her. She is one of the top athletes
In Ohio colleges right now," Price
said.
There were other great performances to push BG to a second-place finish.
Traci Los I won the 3,000-meter
run with a time of 10:03.94. Losl
then went on to win the 1500 with
a time of 4:40.06.
Kristen Gaddls took second in
the 10 K with a time of 37.01.74
Laura Hall finished second
with a time of 17:53.96 in the
5,000-meter run.
In the 100-meter dash, Julie
Shade placed fourth with a time
of 12.13.
Michelle Mueller's time of
2:18.18 earned her a third-place
finish in the 800-meter run.
Clarice Gregory took third in
the 200-meter dash with a time of
24.56.
A lot of coaches in sports may
be disappointed of a team that
takes second place - not Coach
Price. "This is one of the best
track performances I've ever
coached," Price said.
This week BG track has another shot at OU at home. This is
not taken lightly by Price.
"OU has beaten us four
straight times this year, counting
the indoor season. We get another chance this weekend and
we're going to go for it"

Loss of momentum Hornets drop Knicks, 107-91
drops men to sixth
The Associated Press

byAndyDugin
News sports writer

Thompson was also a member
of the 400 and 1600 relays. Running the 1600 relay for the first
Fighting a pack full of competi- time, Thompson ran a split of
tion and bad weather at the All- 50.8.
That's a pretty decent time,"
Ohio Championships in Oxford,
Ohio on Friday, the men's track he said. "Running that will help
team finished sixth despite hold- me In my hurdles by making me
ing a third-place position for stronger."
Sink said the 110-meter high
moot of the meet
"For about two-thirds of the hurdles was BG's best event,
meet, we were doing really pointwise. Thompson's win, folgood," men's coach Sid Sink said. lowed by Marty Rosciszewski in
"We had good team support and seventh (14.99), and Rick Mawe really went after it. We just rinelli in eighth (15.33) combined
lost our momentum near the for a total of 13 points for the
team.
end."
In the shotput. Rose gained a
Miami ran away with the meet
with a score of 157.5 points, fol- personal best with a throw of
lowed by the University of Cin- 51-9, followed by Fiedler with
cinnati (122.5), Ohio University 50-10. Sink said the perform(91.5), Ashland (84), Ohio State ances were solidifying the event
(71.5), and BG (71). Central State for the team.
was seventh with 61 points, followed by the University of
Toledo (55), Find lay (31), Akron
(21), and Cedarville (1).
According to Sink, some highlights of the meet included performances by Brad Schaser,
Scott Thompson, as well as the
Sid Sink, men's track
shotput combination of Adam
Rote and Geoff Fiedler.
coach
Schaser placed third in the
1500-meter run with a new best
"Those were very good
time of 349.7. He, and the two
runners that beat him, broke the throws," Sink said. "Things are
meet record In the event. Schaser heading in the right direction
then went on to place second in mere."
Deric Kenne was another runthe 5000-meter run with a time of
ner who captured a season best
14:50.
"I thought It was pretty cool when he ran the 10,000-meter run
breaking that 1500 record," and finished third with a time of
Schaser said. "I thought it was 31:09.86, Just missing his lifetime
good. In the 5000, we took it out best time of 31-00.
"It was a real confidence
alow and there was a lot of surging and slowing down. It was my booster," Kenne said. "I'm happy
second event and it was pretty with my time, but I wish I
tough, but I went In with the atti- wouldVe taken second."
Other placers for the Falcons
tude to win. I run to glorify
were Tim Amdt, fourth in the
Christ. He is the reason I run."
Thompson was the Falcons' 800-meter run with 1:54.06; Rosonly champion as he stole the 110 ciszewski, seventh in the
meter high hurdles. Hi* time of 400-meter hurdles with 54.7; and
14.02 was .02 off the school re- Curt Mellett, seventh In the
cord, which he owns.
200-meter dash with a season
'It felt alright, but I antici- best time of 22.0.
Sink now turns his focus on the
pated going faster," Thompson
•aid. The elements [weather] weekend when BG faces Ball
messed things up. I think I'm fol- State,
"We Just need to pull together
lowing my indoor pattern. I was
conelatent with my times and at a team again," Shut said.
then I dropped time when I got That's going to be the key. It
down to the nitty-gritty. It's just should prove to be a struggle to
a matter of time. I think I can go the end. We Just need to keep It
faster this weekend against Ball going in the right direction and
gat after it"
•State."

"We just need to pull
together as a team
again."

CHARLOTTE, N.C - Larry
Johnson scored 22 points and
Hersey Hawkins had 20 Sunday when the Charlotte Hornets, playing without suspended center Alonzo Mourning,
kept their playoff hopes alive
with a 107-91 victory over the
New York Knicks.
Mourning was suspended for
one game after fighting with
Chicago Bulls center Luc Longley on Friday.
Johnson was 10-for-20 from
the field with 12 rebounds. He
also made three straight baskets, two from outside, midway
through the fourth quarter to
hold off the Knicks.
The rest of the Hornets also
played well in Mourning's absence. Dell Curry scored 15
points, Frank Brickowski had
11 and Kenny Gattlson 10.
Patrick Ewing led New York
with 20 points. Rolando Blackman scored 12 points, Anthony
Mason and Greg Anthony added 11 apiece and Anthony Banner 10.
Indiana 104, Detroit 99
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. n Byron Scott scored nine of
bis 16 points in the fourth quarter, leading the Indiana Pacers
to a playoff-clinching 104-99
victory over the Detroit Pistons Sunday.
The loss was Detroit's ninth
straight, and clinched an
Eastern Conference playoff
spot for the Pacers. Indiana
also tied a team record with its
17th road win of the year.
Detroit led 50-43 at die half,
but Reggie Miller opened the
third quarter with a 3-pointer
at Indiana quickly pulled
within 2.
The 3-pointer also gave Miller 10,782 career points, moving him ahead of Billy Knight
for first place on the all-time
Pacer scoring list.
For the rest of the quarter,
the Pacers struggled to pull
even, and they finally accomplished that with two Antonio
Davis free throw* m the last
seconds of the quarter.
Washington 142, Boston 100
LANDOVER, lid. - Don MacLean had 21 points and Calbert Cheaney 20 Sunday as the
Washington Bullets routed

Boston 142-100, their most lopsided victory over the Celtics
in the history of the franchise.
Kevin Duckworth had a
season-high 18 points for the
Bullets, whose margin of victory surpassed a 132-92 win
over Boston in 1966, when the
franchise was in Baltimore.
Tom Gugliotta had 18 points
as Washington ended a threegame losing streak with its
biggest offensive output of the

Dee Brown scored 21 and
Dino Radja 19 for the Celtics,
who had won four of five. It
was Boston's most lopsided
loss in a disappointing season.
After the Celtics scored five
straight points to close to 7848
midway through the third
quarter, Gugliotta had eight
points and MacLean seven in a
16-7 ran that gave Washington
a 94-75 lead.
New Jersey 110, Miami 103
MIAMI - Kenny Anderson
scored six of his 29 points
down the stretch Sunday and
die New Jersey Nets clinched a
playoff spot for the third
straight year with a 110-103
victory over the Miami Heat
Miami (40-39), losers of five
straight and 12 of 15, Is 1
games ahead of Charlotte
(38-40) for the eighth and final
playoff spot in the Eastern
Conference with three games
remaining.
New Jersey (43-36) matched
Its victory total of last year and
won the season series with
Miami (3-2). The Nets trail Indiana (42-35) by one game for
die sixth spot
Benolt Benjamin, who had 26
points and 16 rebounds against
Detroit In his previous game,
finished with 25 points and 12
rebounds Sunday. Derrick
Coleman, plagued by foul troubles, was held to seven points,
13 below his season average.
Miami's Steve Smith and John
SaUey scored 19 points apiece.
Nuggets 99, Tiroberwotves
gflaaTNNEAPOUS - LaPhonso
Ellis and Robert Pack sparked
a 40-13 second-half run Sunday
and the Denver Nuggets rallied
from a 16-point tiurd-quarter
deficit for a 99-88 victory over
the Minnesota Tunberwolves.
Denver, which two days earlier clinched the NBA's final

APpkMWRIckHarMr

Patrick Ewing has the ball stolen by Charlotte Hornets guard
Mngsy Bogues as Ewing drives to the basket during the Hornets
107-91 victory Sunday.
Western Conference playoff
berth, improved to 39-39. The
Nuggets are seeking their first
winning season since 1989-90.
Ellis finished with 21 points

for the Nuggets, who shot S3
percent from the floor.
Christian Laettner had 19
points and 12 rebounds for the
Tunberwolves.

Bowl survives
LAS VEGAS - The Las
Vegas Bowl will survive for a
third year, despite a failure to
find a major sponsor.
The mid-December game,
which matches the winners of
die Mid-American and Big
West conferences, is the first
bowl game of the season in
major college football.
Las Vegas Events, a promotional arm of the city's tourIsm agency, agreed to kick in
$150,000 to keep the bowl alive
for at least one more year.
Las Vegas Events sponsored
the first two games, but announced months ago It was not
Interested In continuing at a

proposed higher fee.

The St Louis sports marketing firm of Del WUber and Associates was hired to promote
the game and seek a major
The game, televised by
ESPN, is the only bowl net
subject to the NCAA's minimum payout of $650,000 a
team. Payouts In the first two
years averaged about a third
of the minimum.
The participating conferences kicked in $150,000 each to
the game's general fund the
first two years, but said they
cant continue to underwrite
die game.
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Schott shuns
smoking law
byJoiKiy
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI -- Owner
Marge Schott says she will
continue to puff away In her
seat at Cincinnati Reds games
m open defiance of the city's
anti-smoking law.
The law, which took effect
before the season, prohibits
smoking in seats at Riverfront
Stadium. The Reds remind
fan* with announcements on
die scoreboard before and
during games.
Schott sat in her front-row
seat next to the Reds' dugout
and smoked during four
games of a season-opening
homestand. She said no one
has complained directly to
her, and she sees nothing
wrong with smoking in an
open-air stadium.
"I don't care if they complain or not," she told The Associated Press in a telephone
Interview. "I just feel in this
country, we are not focusing
on what the real problems are.
"What we should begin to
worry about Is unemployment,
guns, rape, drugs, crack, dope,
all those Illegitimate children,
murders - things to me that I
think people In this country
are getting concerned about.
If I had a child, rather than doing any of those other things,
I'd rather see it smoke."
But Schott's insistence on
smoking in her seat upsets an
anti-smoking activist who
pushed for the law and further
strains her relationship with
city council, which is trying to
negotiate a stadium agreement with her.
"It's rather obvious she's
provoking a confrontation,"

Ahron Lelchtman, head of an
organization called Citizens
for A Tobacco-free Society,
•aid Saturday. "As a role
model and a person who Is profamily, It's perplexing why
she's doing this."
He wasn't alone In that sentiment
"I would certainly not want
to see this become confrontational," said City Council
member Todd Fortune, who
voted for the law. "At the very
least, I would extend a person-
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Eut
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7
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W
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6
5
4
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.636
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.417
.354

al plea to Mrs. Schott to please
cooperate, as others are in the
stadium.
The law makes smoking in
seats a minor misdemeanor
punishable by a $100 fine.
Asked about violating the law,
Schott said, "I really don't
know what the law Is."
The Reds put an announcement on the center field
scoreboard before and during
games which reads:
"City of Cincinnati municipal code prohibits smoking in
all seating areas, in restrooms,
while in concession stand lines
and in all other posted 'no
smoking' locations.
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White Sox knock offBoston
by Chuck MeMN
The Associated Press

AP ststtRw HH

GB

CLEVELAND - Five days after
the worst start of his career, Kevin Appier pitched seven strong
innings Sunday as the Kansas
City Royals beat the Cleveland
Indians 8-3 for their fourth
straight win.
Rookie designated hitter Bob
Hamelin homered and doubled,
driving in three runs and has
eight RBIs in his last two games.
Hamelin leads the Royals with
four homers and 14 RBIs.
Brian McRae had four hits,
matching his career high
Kansas City, which had lost
five of Its first six games, completed a three-game sweep and
evened its record at 5-5. It's the
first time the Royals have swept
three or more games in Cleveland since 1973.
All four of Cleveland's losses
this year have come against Kansas City.
Appier (1-2) came into the
game with a 13SO ERA after allowing nine runs In three Innings
of a 22-11 loss to Boston last
Tuesday.
Customarily a slow starter, he
improved his career April record
to 4-10, allowing three runs and

Good Morning, Commuters!
Wake up and smell the
^•<^$%
Every Wednesday in April,
"5^5^" free coffee and cinnamon rolls
, .
V" will be served in the Bowl 'N Greenery £$
from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. (whitesuppliesiai«).
This wash's hosts are:
Parking a Traffic and Campus Safety a Security

five hits, striking out seven and
walking none.
Albert Belle drove In all three
Cleveland runs with a single In
the fourth and a two-run home
run, his first. In the seventh
Jack Morris (1-1) lasted 6 2-3
Innings, yielding six runs, one of
them unearned, and eight hits.
White Sox 7, Red Sox 4
BOSTON - Frank Thomas and
Darrin Jackson hit solo homers
in the fourth Inning, and Lance
Johnson added a pair of RBI singles as the Chicago White Sox
defeated the Boston Red Sox 7-4
Sunday.
Scott Sanderson (1-0), making
his first appearance for the
White Sox, allowed one run and
six hits In six Innings.
Roberto Hernandez got the
final four outs,
striking out
the side in the ninth for his second save.
Frank Viola (0-1) allowed four
runs and seven hits In S 1-3 Innings for Boston, which lost for
the first time in five home games
this season.
Mike Greenwell hit a solo
homer in the first for Boston,
which had at least one bit In each
of the first five Innings. It was
the third home run this season
for Greenwell and the 100th of
his eight-year career.
Yankees 8, Tigers 6
DETROIT - Bernie Williams
ignited a four-run rally with a

APptMt>TMjrD«Jak

Oevslaad Indian Carlos Baerga dlves for a ball during the Indians 8-3
loss to the Kansas City Royals Sunday.
sacrifice fly and Luis Polonia
singled in two runs in the eighth
Inning Sunday as the New York
Yankees defeated the Detroit
Tigers 8-6.
Don Mattlngly led off the
eighth with a double off Bill
Krueger (0-1) and Danny Tartabull singled him to third. Mike
Stanley was walked Intentionally
to load the bases, and Williams'
fly to right brought Mattlngly
home with the go-ahead run.
Mike Gardiner relieved
Krueger and yielded an RBI
single to Mike Gallego before Pat
Kelly walked to re-load the bases.
Polonia followed with his two-run
single to make It 8-4.
Dodgers 19, Pirates 2
PITTSBURGH - Cory Snyder
hit three homers and drove In
seven runs and the Dodgers
matched their highest run total
since moving to Los Angeles with
a 19-2 victory Sunday over the
Pittsburgh Pirates.

Snyder had a pair of two-run
homers, then added a three-run
drive during a nine-run seventh
inning for the second threehomer game of his career.
The Dodgers have had two
other 19-run games since moving
to Los Angeles In 19S8, against
the Padres In 1969 and the Giants
in 1970. The franchise record of
25 runs came in 1896 and was
matched In 1901, when the Dodgers played In Brooklyn.

Mets4,Astros2
NEW YORK - Jeff Kent hit two
more home runs, Including a tworun shot in the eighth inning
Sunday that sent the New York
Mets to a 4-2 victory over the
Houston Astros.
Kent connected for a solo
homer in the second Inning off
Darryl Kile and his go-ahead
drive with one out In the eighth
against Todd Jones (0-1).
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IFC/Panhel Awards Night

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Another Outstanding Year

liach week a different campus office will be hosting Good Morning, Commuters! ilie.se
offices will be on hand to answer your questions and ask your opinion*

Come alone or bring a friend!!
ItaUBMld liy il«' Ila/rl II. SmilhCMT-Gimpuj MuJcnl IVnlii. IInivrnily l'ni|tiiimiiiciV tiKiwII «nl
F o.C.U.S. |NII jaai otrr.mp,!. Univcniiy Siuileras).

•Chapter Excellence Award
•Dean's Scholarship Award
Highest Active G.P.A.
•Joseph M Firment "New Member "Award

Don't Miss World Renowned Research Biologist

EARTH DAY SPEAKER

Dr. James P. Ludwia

Blair Miller
•Order of Omega Award
Jason Peters
•Stephen R. Hanna & Kevin L. Ross
Memorial Award
Dan Fry
•Outstanding Greek Man
MattBachman
•Dorothy "Mom" Buettner Outstanding House

Dr. Ludwig is now engaged in researching the global distribution of
organo-halogen contaminants using albatrosses as the ocean surface samplers.
He has centered his recent activities on Midway Island in the Pacific Ocean. His
research on colonial shore birds in the Great Lakes basin has been cited in films
and print for more than 20 years. His studies have identified the extent of PCB
and DDT contamination of Great Lakes species.

Director
Mary Beth Holzbach
ZOE Unit Director

Wednesday, April 20,7:30 p.m. Room 1007
Business Administration Building
FREE AND THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Sponsored by the Environmental Action Group
The Center for Environmental Programs
The Canadian Studies Program
Funds provided by; Canadian Studies Grant Program
The Canadian Embassy

Congratulations to all brothers in Sig Ep
who made these awards possible
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Coach
Magic
bothered
by losses

page nine

Devils lurking in
Rangers' shadow

Close rivals

by Kin Rappoport
The Associated Press

by Beth Harris
The Associated Press
INGLEWOOD, Calif. - AS a

player. Magic Johnson enjoyed
the give and take of his extended
family. As a coach, he lies awake
wondering why his players aren't
bothered by losses.
The former superstar and current coach of the Los Angeles
Lakers cited a lack of discipline
and enthusiasm among players
when he announced his 16-game
stint on the sidelines would end
April 24.
"Do I want guys to be upset
and be mad when they lose?
Yes," he said Friday night. "I was
expecting them to give 100 percent and I was expecting them to
learn from every game why we
lost or why we won."
Lately, they have been losing,
dropping five straight after winning five of the first six Johnson
coached.
Friday night's 105-100 loss to
the Portland Trail Blazers mathematically eliminated the Lakers
from playoff contention after 17
consecutive appearances.
Wednesday's 117-88 rout against
Phoenix was embarrassing.
Johnson said that's part of the
reason he is quitting.
"All I know is winning. That's
all I want to know," he said.
Something Johnson hadn't
counted on was the team's lack of
discipline. Whipping the lackadaisical Lakers into shape required

"All I know is
winning. That's all I
know is winning."
Magic Johnson, Lakers

coach
him to play drill sergeant. Johnson insisted the players wear
Jackets and ties on the road, and
be on time for practice.
"I found out a lot about this
team, a lot about individuals," he
said. "And you can see why we
are where we are."
Johnson never laid the ultimate
burden on his team by comparing
them to the Lakers of the 1960s,
who won five NBA championships with his talents.
"They don't want to think about

the '80s. They call themselves the
'90s Lakers," he said.
But he often used the old days
as an example of what could be
accomplished today. He said
guaranteed contracts worth millions have spoiled players to the
extent that the threat of reduced
playing time or issuing fines no
longer means much.
"When somebody says something to you, you can either take
it or leave it. You don't have to
respond and they know that,"
Johnson said. "Things like coming to practice on time and all
that, they don't care."
"Back when I was playing, If
you were late those other 11 guys
would Just rag on you until you
couldn't be late anymore. We understood how to help each other.
It was that sense of family.
"Now you've got a lot of individuals. Everybody cares about
me. I, I, I. Where's my minutes?
Where's my shots? What's wrong
with my game? There's a lot of
that now and I don't like that side
of It," he said.
Johnson never tried to hide his
emotions, and the players sensed
his disappointment.
"He agonizes over losing," said
Kurt Rambls, another holdover
from the title days. "When he
was a player, he was in control.
As a coach, you don't have that
kind of control and that frustration is really hard to deal with
He doesn't have to deal with It, so
why should he?"
Johnson agreed to take over
from the fired Randy Pfund as a
favor to owner Jerry Buss. Johnson never committed beyond this
season, and prefers pursuing
ownership of an NBA team and
other business interests.
It's never been my dream to
coach. I want to own, I want to be
a businessman," he said. "That's
been my dream. You've got to
chase your dream."

Wlntlow Townioa/APPhm

Boston Bruin Fred Knlpscheer and Montreal Canadian JJ. Dalgneualt battle for a loose puck along
the boards In game one of the Eastern Conference playoffs.

Playoffs begin
new NHL season
by Ken Rappoport
The Associated Press

Forget about the Presidents'
Trophy. The New York Rangers
are back to square one along with
the rest of the 16 teams as the
Stanley Cup playoffs open this
weekend.
"A whole new season starts
Sunday afternoon," Rangers captain Mark Messier said as his
team prepared to meet the New
York Islanders.
The contest between the
metropolitan area rivals Is one
four first-round games Sunday
following tonight's Eastern Conference opener between Montreal and Boston. The defending
Stanley Cup champion Canadiens, gunning for their 25th
league championship, visit the
Bruins in a rematch of their storied rivalry.
In other games Sunday, Washington plays at Pittsburgh and
Buffalo at New Jersey in the
Eastern Conference and St. Louis
plays at Dallas in the Western
Conference.
The Islanders-Rangers and
Canadlens-Bruins series will
continue Monday night along
with the three remaining
Western Conference series - San
Jose at Detroit, Chicago at Toronto and Vancouver at Calgary.
The Rangers were the top team
in the NHL this season, but don't
think the Presidents' Trophy will
afford them any comfort against
the Islanders.

r

"We'll have to be at the top of
our game," goaltender Mike
Richter said. "They've jumped
on us before when we haven't
been."
The Islanders won the season
series 2-1-2 and have won five of
the seven playoff series between
the teams. In addition, the
Islanders hold an overall 67-60-14
advantage during the regular
season.
Two years ago, the Rangers
also won the Presidents' Trophy,
and were knocked out of the
playoffs in the second round by
the Pittsburgh Penguins.
In fact, only one team in the
last six years won both the Presidents' Trophy and Stanley Cup:
Calgary In 1969.
The Canadiens, who won the
Cup last season after finishing
third in their division, had a 2-1-2
record over the Bruins during
the regular season. Until recently, the Canadiens have
mastered the Bruins in the
playoffs - winning 18 straight
series at one point from 1946
through 1987. The Bruins have
won four of the last five, but the
Canadiens are 21-6 In their series
history.

CONFERENCE
QUARTERFINALS
Saturday, April 16
Boston 3, at Montreal 2
Sunday, April 17
at N.Y. Rangers 6, N.Y.
Islanders 0
at Dallas 5, St. Louis 3
Washington at Pittsburgh, 7:38 p.m.
Buffalo at New Jersey,
7:38 p.m.
Monday, April 18
N.Y. Islanders at N.Y.
Rangers, 7:38 p.m.
Montreal at Boston, 7:38
p.m.
San Jose at Detroit, 7:38
p.m.
Chicago at Toronto, 7:38
p.m.
Vancouver at Calgary,
9:38 p.m.
Tuesday, April 19
Washington at Pittsburgh, 7:38 p.m.
Buffalo at New Jersey,
7:38 p.m.
Wednesday, April 20
San Jose at Detroit, 7:38
p.m.
Chicago at Toronto, 7:38
p.m.
St. Louis at Dallas, 8:38
p.m.
Vancouver at Calgary,
9:38 p.m.
Thursday, April 21
N.Y. Rangers at N.Y.
Islanders, 7:38 p jn.

The New Jersey Devils are
hardly getting their due.
Locally and internationally, the
Devils have been overshadowed
by the New York Rangers this
season despite the best record in
franchise history.
But the "second season" begins
this weekend, and the Devils
have a chance to raise their profile when they host Buffalo in one
of four opening-round games
Sunday in the Stanley Cup
playoffs.
The Sabres-Devils game marks
the first time they will meet in
the playoffs and figures to be a
rugged defensive battle. Buffalo's Dominik Hasek and Grant
Fuhr edged New Jersey's Martin
Brodeur and Chris Terreri for
the Jennings Trophy for fewest
goals allowed. The Devils allowed only two more goals than
the Sabres, who permitted 218.
In other games Sunday, Washington played at Pittsburgh, the
New York Islanders at the New
York Rangers and SL Louis at
Dallas. The playoffs began Saturday night with Montreal at
Boston.
The Islanders-Rangers and
Canadlens-Bruins series will
continue Monday night along
with the three remaining
Western Conference series - San
Jose at Detroit, Chicago at Toronto and Vancouver at Calgary.
Hasek's 1.95 goals-against
average was the best in the
league since Bernie Parent's 1.89
in 1973-74. Brodeur was second
at 2.40.
"We have to work hard,"
Brodeur said. "They are a good
squad defensively. If we had
played either Montreal or Buffalo, we would have faced a good
goaltender. That's the key, if we
can go through Hasek or Fuhr
we'll have success."
Brodeur alluded to Montreal
goaltender Patrick Roy, who led
the Canadiens to the Stanley Cup
last season.
With Brodeur making a case
for rookie of the year, the Devils
finished with the second-best record in the NHL behind the
Rangers (47-25-12 for 106 points).

The Rangers were 52-24-8 for
112, both club records.
The Sabres open the playoffs
after losing a 3-2 decision at
home to Washington on Thursday
night. The loss changed the Sabres' playoff position considerably.
If the Sabres had won, they
would have finished fourth in the
Eastern Conference and gained
home-ice advantage in the first
round against Boston. Instead,
the Sabres dropped to sixth and
will face a higher seeded team.
"I cant get down on the club
because they've played so well
all year," Buffalo coach John
Muckler said. "It's just that we
really could have been great
overachievers. We've overachieved all year long and we
could have been sensational. And
it was in our grasp."
The Devils won three of four
regular-season games with the
Sabres.
The Penguins, meanwhile,
hope to redeem themselves after
losing to the Islanders last year
in the second round. The Penguins won the Cup in 1991 and
1992 and were favored to repeat
last season.
"From day one when I got here,
the players basically thought it
was a fluke that they got beat last
year." Penguins coach Eddie
Johnston said. "That's a good
way to think. Looking back, that
happened to me [as a goaltender]
in Boston. One year we won, the
next year we got upset by Montreal because we got a little lackadaisical. The next year we came
back with a little purpose."
The Penguins won playoff series from the Capitals in 1991 and
1992. And they'll be favored in
this series, despite losing three
of four games to the Capitals this
season.
The Penguins won the Presidents' Trophy signifying the best
record last season and became
another familiar statistic. Only
one team in the last six years has
won the Stanley Cup after winning the Presidents' Trophy - the
Calgary Flames in 1989.
"We had a great regular-season
last year, but nobody cared after
we lost to the Islanders," goaltender Tom Barrasso said.

BLACK STUDENT UNION
Jackson-Tolliver Award
Applications available in 424 Student Services Bldg.
Criteria: must be a Black sophomore with a 2.5 or
above GPA
Applications are due at the Multicultural Affairs Office
by April 20, 1994

BI

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ITALIAN BUFFET

"The ghosts wanted the rivalry
to continue and they got their
wish," said Boston defenseman
Don Sweeney.
This year's playoffs will feature a new format. The NHL has
switched to a conference format.

♦

CHARLKSTOWN APTS.

♦

MID AM MANOR

AND

♦

WESTERN

•NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St Apt 4, B.G.

Resident Manager 352-4380

Bowling Green Microcomputer
Users Group
Introduces: The Power PC
from Apple Computer
7:00 P.M. Wednesday April 20th
095 Overman Hall
Public Invited

For info./cafl Waldeman Weber 372-7454

ORTH

MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY,
IS LOOKING FOR COLLEGE

3

IMTERNS. IT TAKES FORESIGHT
TO SUCCEED.
CALL THE OFFICE LISTED BELOW
TO SEE HOW WE CAN HELP.

Featuring:
Monday Night
6 Varieties of Pizza
5:00 - 8:00 PM
Supreme
1099 S. Main Street Cavatini
Salad Bar
353-5691
Breadsticks
Cinnamon Breadsticks

ALL FOR ONLY $4.99!!!

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

II you're a student with an eye to
the future, lake a look at
Northwestern Mutual Lite. As a
Northwestern Mutual colleoe agent,
youl discover an opportunity to
experience a career and put
yourseil miles ahead in the race lor
a ful time position. Wilh our topperforming products, plus intensive
fraining program, you can advance
as quickly as you wish. For more
iitorniatkxi call:

Fran McGaughey
1 Sunforest Court
Toledo, OH 43623

419.473.2270

Northwestern
Mutual Life*
The Quiet Company*

1&2 bedroom Apartments
for Summer RentaC
8 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman

854-8588

Classifieds
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Good Morning, Commutoral
Good Morning. Commutasl

CAMPUS EVENTS
• O.S.E-A. BOWL-A-TMON ■
I* Friday April 22 from 7pm -10pm In the Union
BoeHkig Alley. Q_Uickt

Wad., 4/20 from 8.00 am - 10O0 am in tha
Bowl 'N Graanary, en(oy tree coffee A cinnamon row (while euppaoa last) Rap*, from
ma Parking 6 Traffic and Campua SaMy A
Security wll be on hand a> answer flues«oriB»
discuss their tarvioaa.

•0.t.E.A.MCNtCALL WEUIER3 are Invited to the O.S.EA.
Picnic

kiahOubMamoara
End of Ha Samaatar GRAND FW ALE I
Tomorrow Tuaa. 4/19/94 103BA 9 30
Irish SBriaa. Slidaa. Sweatsh ira
kin about cookoutlll - Loo) ol Funl
BE THE RE I

Where: B G Cry Park
Whan: SB. April 23
Tlm*:lpm-5pm
• Please bnng a covered dish
Hop* B an you mar* for
tots ol food »tunll
"INTO THE STREETS"
Find out how you can oaf
involved m community service
oppcrtunitiee ai our meeting
tonight at Spm in Ftocn 102 BA

PRAIRC MARGINS • ON SALE TCOAVI
Education Bldg. Stapa
Only $3.00

"~~~

STUDENT ATHLETIC TRAINERS ASSOC
Meeting TONIGHT
1:00 pm, room 101 BA
Spoakar: Dr. Kranz. Sports Psychobgiat
•• W*arll also hold e> actons for '94-'»5

" INTO THE STREETS ~
It* AUTO EXPO
Union Oval - April 21 to 22
Sponsored by PI Sigma Epailon

VOLUNTEERS NEEDEDII
Raaaarch Study on Dietary
Habits ol Col lego Woman

American Marketing /Xsaociaton
Spaokar:
Mr.Tim Dimm
MO-AM BANK
Targabng Strategies/Services Marketing
Tue»rlay. April 19th
7-30 pmBA 112
FORMAL MEETING

FREEnutntlon analysis and
lipidprofila
Call 172-04M
WIN $1,000 IN POETRY CONTEST. FOR
RULES, GUIDELINES: SEND SELFADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:
POETRY CONTEST: P.O. BOX 435: WARSAW, 8V, 46661.

ATTENTION WATERSKERSII
III mtg ol tna yaar maani Election of Now
On—a
New Members Welcome
Tues April 19 9 00 pm 109 BA
For mora into, call Mark Ball 447-2679,
Com* Join ThaFunl

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTION STUDENTSII
Uncertain wnar* you will find e mpJoyman: after
graduation or summer brack? Call:
(419)537-7327 24hrs a day, for an amazing recoidadmasaaga that ravaals details.

BGCTM
EiacOont and FREE PIZZA tor
al members I Tuaa. April 19,
7.00 P M 133 L SC GET INVOLVED:

PREGNANT?
Wa can help. FREE * CONFDENTIAL pregnancy teats, support 6 Information. BG Pregnancy Camar. Col 354-HOPE.

MCOMIA MCTM OFFICE n!
Bowling Green
microcomputer Users

SKYDIVE BG. opening for dasa*s Saturday
April 16. Season opening special: First-jump
course through April only $100 each. Visa t
Mastercard. 352-5200

Introduoaa in* Power PC
From Appi* Compute*
7.00 PM WaJneaJay. April 20
0BS Ova man Hal
Public Invited

Call Vicki 352-3356

For Information call
Waldamw Wabar 372-7454

PERSONALS

WH do typing
$l-2S/peoe

Pi PIN' HOT. FRESH BAKED BREADSTICKS.
MONDAY 4-9 CAMPUS POUYEYES.
■MM ONLY 4*0 E. COURT
ATTENTION STUOENTSI
MODEL UN praaentason
Monday, April 18,430
Ohio Suite. Union
Anyone interested In 1998
Model UN pieaaa anendll
ATTENTION FRESHMAN
SICSrC Is looking for 2 new member*
Applications can bo picked up at
408 Sudani Services
Deadline April 20
BGSU ULTIMATE FRISBEE TOURNAMENT:
SAT., APRIL 23, 9:30 AM M.W DIVISIONS,
ENTRY FEE 120/TEAM ENTRIES DUE BY
WED. 4020. FOR MORE INFO. CALL SCOTT
28110.
GREAT FOOD $ GOOD TIMES AT CAMPUS
POUYEYES. STOP IN a ENTE TO WIN A
TREK 600 MOUNTIAN BIKE DALY SPECIALS 8 BUFFET. 4*0 E. COURT
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M, W, OPEN
GOLF TOURNAMENT - APR". 20. ENTRIES
DUE BY 4:00 PM M 130 FELD HOUSE ON
DUE DATE.

Cydiaa: thei* will ba an organiMBonal meetInj tar Cycling Club tor the 94-96 Mason in she
■A building on Monday, April 28 In room 105 at
8:00 pm II you have any questions, call Rual
372-1478. Tha goal la B h*w a Mam and do
cc»*a<al» racing.
FREE KARAOKE
BGSU MEN'S CHOflUS
M-hour Karaoka-A-Thon
Union Oval
MM Monday at f*O0 AM
Mock Trial Taam
Informational Maallng
Deie:Apr,lie. 19B«
LocaOon: 113 BA
Tirna: 9:00 pm
All interested BGSU
atudamaarainvitad
» artand.lt you
can not Main*
plaaaa call Chrnry
at 2-1820.

• GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE •
Let someone know you think
they're gr*at with ■ bouquet of
balloons. G Phi B BaUoon Sale
Mon. Apr. 16-Thur. Apr. 21
Delivery on April 231
•1 beloon .....75
•3 balloons... 1.75
' 5 balloons . 2 75
•8 beloon*...3.78
•10 balloons. 4.50
' Bouquets must be delivered B the Same personl Tables are at Math Science 8 Education
buildings 10am-4pm. See you there'
* GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE *
"

ATTENTION STUOENTSI
MODEL UN preaanbHon
Monday, April 18,430
Ohio Suite. Uraon
Anyone interested in 1906
Model UN please attend"

JOEL EDWARD PRUDEN CHARITY BALL
April 28,7-11 pm
$12/peraon or 120/couple
Lenhat Grand Ballroom
tickets sold «/ii -4/15Educ.Bldg.
4/18 -4/22 Union
Proceeds donafad B Precious Boy Fund
In honor ol Joel* bone marrow Mnsplant

Sublease, needed for summar
Share house w/1 or 2 guys: own room
A/C. big yard. 2 blocks B campus

Cal Eric O 354 2908
Sutxoaaer needed for May-August Very dose
B campus. 1 bedroom apartment, furnished.
Al unities Included except electric. Cal
3533102 a 3638236 ASAP.
Sublaaasr torn June B August. Own room,
ctooo B campua, unfumlahed. Call 353-7709.
iublsessr needed from June-Aug.
Own room In house ecroes Irom campus.
0*11353-2131

College Pro Painters

Summer roommate needed. $120/mo. Own
room In 2 bedroom apartment. Shuttle. Cal
Samire at 353-0172.
Summer roommata needed
SISOamonth
Beautiful house; own room
Cat Karma 384-2704
Two sublessors needed lor the summar
Own bedrooms. Cheap and does to campus.
Call 353-6816

COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS neededl 100
positional Coed summer camp. Pocono
Ml*
PA Good sale ry/I I pa I (*o$) s*»-33 38

Apollcallona muet ba relumed by
tM*ey, April l$sh.
Win $5000 for tne Beet Pick-up Line. Please
print $ send B 17817 Eleionna. Cknnand. OH
44135.
You may qualify tor $3000 toward school.
Ask about our off car Education Program.

372-217$

WANTED
1 MALE SUBLEASE!! NEEDED FOR S4-9S
NON-SMOKER 180/MONTH W/AC

COUNSELORS * INSTRUCTORS
neededl
Private, coed summer camp in Pooono Mtns..
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234 BG,
Kenilworth, NJ. 07033 (906) 276-0996

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN BIG
$$$ A TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI CARI6BEAN, EUROPE. ETC. SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
GUARANTEED SUCCESS I CALL (910)
9294396 EXT. C76
ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up B $6,000 plus ki two months Room
$ Boardl Transponabonl Male/Female. No
experience necesseryl (206) 8484188 oxt
A5544.

1 or 2 aublees era needed tor 1994 academic
yeer.Mele or female. Cell Angle at 372-3*16

Alaska fisheries summer employment. Earn up
B $15,000 this summar In canneries, processors, ate. Mala or lemale.
Room/boerd/trav* sher provldedl Guaranteed
SuccoesI (919)929-4396en. A7I.

1 roommaB needed for summer and/or next
school yaar. Own room In 3 bdrni. house. 2
1/2 mocks from campua. Call Kathy ©
372-6720.

Artist needed for summer employment a Putin-Bay. InBmship A housing available. Gres:
pay $ fun. Cal Island Graphics anytime (4tg)
2883713.

2 femele aubiouars needed for 9*95 school
year. Very do** B campua. $160Ano. (includes utilities) Cal 372-1632, ask for Colleen
orCarne.

Banenders. cooks, wallas A waitresses for
Daly's Pub $ Timothy's Restaurant. Sandusky,
OH now hiring summar help. Cal 1-626-3390

Female roommaB needed ASAP B sublease
through summer. SISO/montt, AX, own
room, apartment B yourself much of the time.
Pleeaecell 352-8651.
Greduate student seek* room for tall aemeetar
only. Cell Jeff at 363-9224.
Graduating female desperately seeks room
tor fall aemeeter only. Help.
Call K*la at 352-9496
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for gradual*
apt next year. Senior or graduate student preferred. Academics Is priority but can so I ralai.
New apartment- cal Mlk*Q353-092*.
On* or Two female eubleasers for summar '9*.
Across from campua. $150 par month. Cat
353-2223. (Ask for Kristin).
Only $$0 a month: 1-2 subHassrs lor summer Only need B pay far May, June, A July.
August is already oak) for. 2 bedrooms. If interested, call 352-8334.

Child care.
Monday through Friday, for summer
Call 382-3122 or 382-6847
CHILD CARE NEEDED FOR 1 YEARIII
Uve-ki positions aval. on tie East Coast
Earn $200-350*™ ek plus great benefits.
Call Tha Perfect Nanny 1-600462-2698

3 Bdrm House
Big yad, big living room
Scott Hamilton 1 yr. lease Avail. May 12
Call Evenings 353-3983

220 Maivie* - ISSO/monifi
2 bedroom house - May 94-May 95
Cat 382-4801

EARN CASH IN CLAM and ba pan of a new
and exciting business Fresh. Soph on trie
Deans List needed. Into. mtg. Tuee. and Wed
4/26, 4/27 from 730 to 8 30 pm in BA 103. II
unable to attend carl Jet! al 353-3100.

3 bdrm. House. 12 mo. lease
$7S0/mo.. uU. 823 3rd St.

353-3993 (aha 5 pm)
3 bedroom apartment.
Avalable immediately.
354-8600 • We do allow pets.

Earn ova $100*tr.
Processing our mail at home.
For into call (202) 310-5908
Environmental Activists
GETAREALJOBI
At* you conservalve. stuffy, seeking a cushy
desk job, $ atnad to rock the boel? READ NO
FURTHERI We're hiring activists.
Earn money tor school whil* devoting a summa to campaigns for pesticide reform Great
Lakes protection 6 energy efficiency.
$3O0nveek to start. 1:30-1000 pm MondayFriday. 241-7674 lor int. Summa A permanent
avalable.
IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 houre/week, Aonbie schedule.
$8 starling pay. No espenence necessary.
Apply eoon. Cal 2SS-1117.

Last chance tor the best summa job oval
Sudent Sprinklers only ha* a low cities left In
OH tor your first $10,000 summa. Toledo
Manager net pay was $9300 for last 2 yrs. This
could be youl Gst REAL EXP. running ■ proven and successful business. Fun training and
support provided. Call Steve at (600) 265-7681
IMMEDIATELYIII

353-0325-Carry Rentals
Avail. W-gS school fu - fully turn.
Al units - 2 earn. - 0 pymm. lease
321 E. Merry-New6 bedim, apt. 2 n btha
3091/2 E. Marry - single rooms fa males
Locations avalable tor Summa.
451 Thun*toApr*10St119.EfBtsaietM,furnisftod. Call John fwwtow Real Estaa st
354-2260.
APARTMENTS WITHIN HOUSES FOR RENT
ONE YEAR, ACADEMIC YEAR, A SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE. Slow A refrigerator included. Tenants pay al utilities Please cat a
stop In John Newiova Real Estate tor lease
detas A rales. 354-2260
708 Second SL Apt. A - 2 BR turn.
211 S. College Apt. B - turn. efWaney
211 S. College Apt. C -1 BR turn.
256 S. College Apt. A - 3 BR unlum.
286 S. College Apt. B • 2 BR unfum.
256 S. College Apt. C • unfum. efWency
530 E Merry-3 BR partly turn
5301/2E. Merry -1 BR
CHECK THIS OUTII

Looking tor a job? Earn $5000 to $6000 working on Put-in-Bay. Can tor dais 8 application.
Tuesday-W*dn*sd*y-Thursday from 1 pm to 8
pm. 800825-5943
Looking tor a summa job $ you live in Columbus? Give Wendy's at 7170 Sawmill Rd. a call
al (614) 764-1618 Paying $S-6mour. Ask tor
Amy or John.
Looking tor 3 overweight men a woman to paOapat* in our weight toss program tor advertising purposes. Must have IS a more pounds to
lose. Call tor details. 3544500.
Painter* Needed
Westtaks amstead
Earn 15 - US/hour
Call 1-800-346-464$

Co-ad summa camp in tower Ml need* cook*.
counselors and lifeguards For more info, call
(313)8786626.

Walt Staff. Delivery. Counta Pason 15 min.
from campus. Ful a part-time, (toxin* schedule. Apply at China Dane exit 193 Rl. 20. Perrysburg across from Holiday Inn French Ouala. $72-2414.

Size Choices

2bdrm.lum.apt lor 2 people
$450. includes free heal, water
gas, HBO, sewer. 354-0814.

Desk Clerk needed. 6 AM - 4 PM, Friday. Saturday and Sunday. Long arm position. Start
immediately. Buckeye Motor Inn. Call
382-1 S20Ask tor Tim between 6 - 4.

Painting Co. seeking summer workers fa BG
Penysburg 6 Toledo areas. 14F. Must ba »
iponsiois and hard working. Painting experience prelerred, but not required. Reply evenings, aak tor Doug 3844)200.

Let your friends know how much you'll miss them with a Graduation message made especially for
them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You can even add color (orange or
brown) to your message for just $5 to make it extra special.

1 bedroom apartment for rent. Recently ramodeled, dose to campus. Cell 352-3095.

2-3 aubksaaers naadad tor 2 bedroom furnished apatmait. Central air. pay electric only.
Close 10 campus, price nog. Call 382-4886.

CHILDCARE OPPORTUNITIES!
Pre-acreened families looking for caring Individual* B spend a yea a* a nanny.
$17S-$350rwk. room $ board, car. air fare induded. Cal ChSdcreel 1 400-874-6669.

Graduation
Messages

1 bedroom apartment 1 block from campus.
June 1-August 1$300Vmonih. Cal 353-1220

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
- Eam up to $2,000 piuafnontn
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
Summa $ Ful-Tlma employment available.
NO experience necessary
Fa info, cal 1 -206-634-0466 ail CSS44.

Childcare needed, in our home for summer. 2
children 4-8 dayi/week. Hour* Ml vary.
Please call 353-8616 it interested.

COLLEGE PRO PAIVTERS
Summer Job: F.nenor House palming In
Toledo Area. Ca'l 1-361-0623 tor application.

16 2 bedlOOm apartments
9 month ■ summer • year
352-7454

CRUISE LINE - entry level on board positions
available summa, yea round. Great benefits,
free ravel. (613) 22»S478.

HELP WANTED
250

FOR RENT

COUNSELORS WANTED: Tnm down-fitness,
co-ed. NYS Canp. 100 positions: sports, crafts.
many othsrs. Camp Shane, Femdale. NY
1273* (»1«) 271-4141.

WANTED:
KNOWLEDGEABLE entiusiasfe, l
students to volunteer aa peer group taeaitaBrs
kx Pro-Reg. 1994. Pick-up an application at
the Cm-Campus Student Center, 106 D
Moeeiey Hal I. or eel 11«19)372-2873.

1962 Toyota Supra. Auto, good oorxtton. sunroof, runs great. $2,950. Cal 1384-7202.

Pamtars needed for Enenor Houss Painting
tit summa hi tna asst ClevelaioVsuburti*
arae For-appecatlon and/or Into, cal Nek a
372-1881 or leave massage.

_

Subiaasars needed May through August
2 bedroom Apart men t. Unfumlahed
Pay only June and Julyl
Call 384-120$

Tha Mai km Tonai
Performing Bnight only in the Commons
cafeteria Lad by Jim Armstrong, mis
sajdeni musical group will aitatan you
a* you eat. Performing 5:00*00.
Sponsored by UAO

384-2605

Cathollclam and Ewngellcel FundementelIM
Undaraianding Difference*. Flv* pan aarlaa.
Pan 3: Sacramantaiiiy - Tha oonoapl ol sacranont and now ma differing sacramental
structuies work in both laiiha to media* Christ
Emphasis givan on t» Biblical roota ol Cathol« bawl and praebe*. April 18. St. Aloyiiua
School Assembly Room, 730-9:30 pm.

ad far maK student.
R
Own bedroom end bathroom, turn shed
$160/rno. Moving in June 18 S. College
Cambridge Manor. 1466-8640 afar 6 pm

Wendy's 1504 E. Woosla St. now hmng.
Coma in Wednesday. April 20 Between 24pm
for a guaranteed interview a apply anytime.
Day ihilt/nlght ahllt/lull tlme/pt.
■nie/Sufnma anploymait available.

FOR SALE
78 Cadtlac Etoorato 350 V8

Tell Mom A Dad about mis.. Buy tnis 8 badroom horn* across from McFall, move m a lew
roommates and you say FREEI Great investment tor Dad $ YOU won't be la* tor
dan. 808 E. Wooator St. 8 bedrooms. 1 1/2
baths - legally rents for 5 students. Tel Mom A
Dad to act FAST, this wont Ian long si only
$85,000. Call Al Green a Century 21 AA
Green Reaty 352 5331
FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apts. furrVunfum. g$i2 montn
leases. Campus shuttle, hest included.
WMTHROP TERRACE 352-9135

Furnished Apartments. East Evas. Leasing tor
summa and Ian. Utiiittosfurnshed except electric. 669-3036.
OEOR0ETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St.
Now renting tor 1994-95
(12 mo/ach. yr.) $ Summa 94
Fully lumiehed 1 BR 8 2 BR Unite.
Excellent location. Reasonable rates.

Cal 352-4966 a stop by
tie building, *10
Highland Industries Inc.
1 6 2 Bed, spacious. A/C. tor the
di seeming upperdaaa A graduate
Furnished 6 unfurnished Stan at $3S0/mo

354-6036
J- Mar Ape rime ma
The Highlands
1 • 2 bad spacious. AC for the discerning upperclass and graduate students. Furnished
and unsjmished. Start at $350/mo. 354-6036.

fuel mj. Loaded $2800m*g.
353-4041

Nowleaaing
I -2-3 bedroom apartments S houses
354-8800-We do el low pets.

I960 Audi 4000. Ca< 8884)211,Aak tor Tim
or Und*. Engine rebuHI. new mm.
battery, AIL, A mora

One bedroom apertment.
128 S. Summit tor Summa 198*.

1-267-3341
IMOewMMsS Cudaaa Supreme Brougham,
light Hue. V-6, power brake* A steering. Automatic trans. Good body condition, runs wry
good. To many new parts 10 tit. Call Jsfl at
3SM224.

Room $ Board -1 ma* from colege
$280
Call 354-6117

1988 Honda trrsmaptor VR 280. Grea shape.
IM now. Ceil 353-6031.

Summa 87$ - 8/6: 2-4 aubtaaaar* tor huge,
fum. 2 bdrm. CoM us, make an offer $ we'll
QWTypcoaviMj.AjsktorJenaOawn, 364-8013.

1989 Cherry Baatta GT, automatic, loaded,
new urea, new exhaust
Must iss
(4ig)2$74749 afar 830 a leave messega.
60 watt Legend guitar amp.
Fender slack 2x1 T woofers. $250.
Cal I 354 2510

6usremr$«ee«g»UnliaAwllbll
Many eiiee. Why heul II home? Hay 1 -Sept.
1. Isaas nssr campua. $82-1820 Buckeye

22B
Two bedroom houee, oornpsaMe/ remodeie d
w/washa. dtya. Available May 1,1 yr. lease.
Scott Hanlton. Cal evenings 383-3993.

HeeaeaiOaaaVsmaiaAmp.
360
Cat Damn a 362-7780
Loft for sole
Asking $100
Ask tor Daw a 372-1171
Love seat. 2 chairi and 2 twin bade.
Prices negotiable.

3534005.
Macintosh II, 8 meg RAM, 105 meg HD, 1S- Hire* coax monitor, tots ol software with manuaH. $1400o.0o. Call 363-3103.
MAZDA RX7 QSL •** 4 Sale
Fully Ceded tor $2,500. Fun to Ddve.
Cal Kevin 354-6772
Mountain BHa: TAJWACWNAL
$150 (less then e yea old)
Cal Todd 372-6240.

Classified Ad
3 line minimum

800 per line

Marc and Brian,
W* ar* so sorry to 8M
you got Wall miss youl
GoodLuckl

Deadline • Tuesday, April 26 * 204 West Holl • 5PM * Publicotion - Monday, May 2

Old Fendajazj bass and Peavey concert
400 sawaampima. Price negotiable.
Cai 352-4728.
_

VVrjmai'sOucclWasch
Fa Sat* tor 1200. S$M $325
cai 353-002$.

Zervn |I3M Clone) 266 Computer. 2 3.5" lo
ppy drives. BAV VGA Monitor, Panaaorvc 24
pin dot marix prlnesr, TONS of sonwael Al
manuals sxl. $500cal Je«•353-3428.

I
I.

AVAILABLE
:
RENTALS FOR
ORI

94-95
2 Bedrooms

1

520 E, Heed
8248U8L
801 a 808 6th SLJ
808HHfe
•708 Oik SL
For More Information
CallNEWLOVE
Rentals
L 352-5620
k
Our Only Office I

